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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
c
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
The purpose of this study is to examine the special
classes in Massachusetts in a survey in an attempt to dis-
cover trtiether any standard methods of selection and education
for mentally retarded children prevail*
The writer attempts to reveal what methods or criteria
are used for referral and placement in special class in the
classes studied in this survey, wherein they succeed and
wherein they fail, and to discover what improvements might
be made to further the purpose of special education in Massa-
chusetts* It also attempts to reveal what the general atti-
tude is toward special education in so far as the regular
teachers, school administrators and parents of mentally re-
tarded children are concerned* The attitude of children in
regular grades toward members of special classes will also
be examined in this study.
<
2SOURCES
Data pertaining to the function of the state in special
education have been procured mainly from the state law on
special education, bulletins, U« S. Government Office of
Education materials, and from the completed questionnaires
sent to the teachers of special classes in the sixtyone
cities and towns of Massachusetts having such classes in
their school systems, who cooperated with the writer in this
study.
This study attempts to show what the existing aims and
objectives for special classes throughout the state are. It
also attempts to reveal what attitudes, ideas, and prejudices
! exist concerning special class education for the mentally re-
tarded and how they may be improved*
An exhaustive study of all pertinent data in books,
i periodicals, bulletins, and \mpublished materials was made.
A questionnaire sent to the teachers of special classes for
the mentally retarded in the sixty-one cities and towns in
Massachusetts provided much valiaable data.
All the available printed material dealing with special
classes and public relations programs for public schools was
studied. Then a request was sent to the superintendents of
' schools in the one hundred and nineteen cities and towns
SCOPE AND PROCEIXJRE

maintaining special classes for the mentally retarded to en-
I list the cooperation of the teachers of special classes in
j
their school systems in completing the (^estionnaire» (A
list of the one hundred and nineteen cities and towns con-
tacted may be found in Appendix A) • Following receipt of
the replies from superintendents, as many questionnaires were
sent to the separate cities and towns as there were classes
of this t3rpe» The numher of such classes within these cities
and towns ranged from one to thirty-six* This questionnaire
required much objective information concerning the organiza-
tion, criteria for entrance, curriculum, personnel, and
general morale of such classes. It also tried to ascertain
the relationship between the heme and the special class*
All the questionnaires were sent out during January and
February, 1949*
DEFINITIONS
Special education, special classes, cr special schools
as defined in this study refer only to those classes dealing
with the education of the mentally retarded child. No
attempt was made to include data on other handicapped chil-
dren such as the physically handicapped, the blind or deaf.
Only the education of the mentally retarded in the
public schools is discussed here«

BACK(2?0UND
Very slight attention was paid to special provision for
atypical children in the public schools prior to the be-
ginning of the twentieth century* Since that time various
factors have led to a closer segregation of atjrpical types
than had previously existed* Prcxninent among these in-
fluences have been the extension of the compulsory school
laws and the more effective enforcement of existing laws,
the tendency to study child nature more closely than formerly,
and Ihe use of psychological and standardized educational
tests which revealed the large differences existing among
children*^
Massachusetts made provisions for its mentally deficient
school children by enacting a law in 1919 which required
cities or towns having ten or more children who were three
years retarded in mental development to organize and maintain
special classes fcr their instmction* This law, amended in
1922 and in 1931, is now known as Chapter 71, Section 46 of
the General Laws*
Goddard points out that real work with defectives of
any type is less than one hundred years old* Institutions
for the feeblCHsinded were established in Barre, Massachu-
setts and in Syracuse, New York in 1851* The idea of special
1* Kunzlg, kobert W* "Public School Education of Atypical
Children"* Washington: U* S. Government Printing Office,
Bulletin No. 10, 1931; p. 3*
c
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classes in the public schools seems to have been suggested by
Stotser in Leipslc in 1863, and by Professor August Shenek
in America in 1878 • As the result of the latter 's agitation,
i
two classes were started in Cleveland, Ohio* In 1892 Chicago
formed a class; in 1896, Providence, Rhode Island, and Port-
land, Maine; in 1899, Philadelphia*^
Heck states that in November, 1898, Boston hired its
first special class teacher; by 1906 it had 7 classes of one
I
hundred pupils* In 1911, 222 cities had special classes; in
i 1914, 284 cities had such classes; in 1930, 354 cities of a
population of lOyOOO or more had special classes*^
Although special education is a comparatively recent
phase of public school education, it is a fast growing part.
According to Patry much remains to be done* He states that
because education wqs primarily designed for the masses,
less than 10^ of the handicapped children are being given
their democratic birthri^t of equal opportunity by the
3
essential provision of special education*
1* Goddard, Henry H. School Training of Defective Children *
Yonkers-on-Eudson, New York: World Book Company, 1923;
p. xix. Introduction*
2* Heck, Arch 0* Education of Exceptional Children . New
York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1940; p* 47*
^* Patry, P. L* "Mental Hygiene Principles of Teaching the
Handicapped Child.** Education , LIX (September, 1938 -
Jane> 1939)XP*
t<
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CHAPTER II
RELATED RESEARCH
Maeh has been written on special class education for the
mentally retarded* A search of the literature revealed no
study directly based on the same principles as this study*
NEED OF THE SWDY
The writer, a teacher for many years in the field of
special education for the mentally retarded, has been very
conscious of the lack of uniformity in the selection, re-
ferral, and educational objectives of children in special
class education* Peatherstone^ states this in part in his
following statement:
In some places and for scane children the purpose
of special class is apparently to restore the child
to regular grade after corrective teaching or Improved
motivation. Further purposes seem to be to give the
special class child as much academic instruction as
he can possibly absorb under the best conditions of
instruction in spite of the obvious inability of such
children to profit adequately from such instruction*
The result is that other types of instruction which
might be offered more successfully, receive a mini-
mum amount of attention to the child's consequent
disadvantage*
Odell surveyed special class practice in Illinois* He
observed that:
1* Featherstone, William B. "The Curricul\im of the Special
Class," Bureau of Publications, New York City: Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1932; 167 pp.
"2* Odell, Charles W* "Provisions for Mentally Atypical Pupile
University of Illinois Bulletin, Vol. XXIX. No. 6, Bulle-
Jbin 59, Jrbana, Illinoia .^JHnlVj of 111*. l^Slsjo^
II

There is considerable variation in the objective
of those in charge of special rooms* Poia* different
aims may be identified with, of c<xirse, degrees and
combinations thereof • One is to have the pupils cover
as much of the regular grade work as they can; another
is to develop in them the "habit of success"; a third
"
is to teach them practical, especially manual skills
;
the last, which is usually more implicit than explicit,
is to relieve other teachers of the presence of trouble-
some pupils and to keep these pupils pleasantly busy.
The White House Conference on Child Health and Protec-
tion^ states:
It is assumed that educational Ideals and objec-
tives are clearly defined, that there is sufficient
provision for bridging the gap between the special
class and the community, both during and after the
period of attendance; that the curriculum is more than
a compromise between traditions of the institutions
for the feeble-minded and those of the academic public
school system; that the curriculum is closely identi-
fied with the educational ideals that have been set up
and that too much emphasis is not placed upon academic
work as compared with handwork; that the handwork is
not too formal, merely a relic of the primitive arts
and that practical industrial arts are to be found in
most places* Unfortunately these conditions are not
found in actual practice. Some teachers and super-
visors have not clearly defined purpose of special
class in terms of social and educational objectivea
Peatherstone found that the majority of special classes
offer the traditional subject curriculum of the elementary
grades supplemented by provision for handwork*
Whipple felt that excellent as had been the work in
many places that there was a regrettable lack of unified
ptirpose or a definite program in most special classes.
1. White House Conference on Children In a Democracy.
Washington, D. C, January 18-20, 1940. Pinal Report,
392 pp.
c
Therefore, it seems apparent that there might be good
reason and need for such a study as this present one. It is
hoped that this survey will show vdaat conditions do exist in
this state and what might be done to improve the situation*
c
SELECTION OF PUPILS
The state law in Massachusetts states that those chil-
dren found to be three years or more mentally retarded should
be placed in special class. This seems rather a vague law as
well as a dangerous one. For one thing, to wait until a child
proves himself retarded three years as evidence by his school
achievement, means waiting until it is almost too late to
help him effectively. Many writers in the field as well as
workers and authorities in the field of special education
agree on this point* McKeon^ states:
Early discovery and classification of children
who are legitimate cnadidates for these classes may
do much to save them, from the sense of repeated
failure with its resultant maladjustments. No child
should be subjected to the devastating effects of
meeting failure as a daily experience.
One of the recommendations made as a result of a follow-
up study in 1921 of special class pupils of the public schools
2
of Cincinnati by Woolley and Hart was as follows:
The only hope for them is to train them up to
good habits and normal social reactions by beginning
as early as possible.
Patry^ states the same thing in this way: "Failure and
non-promotion have had bad effects on personality and charac-
ter. The most evident phase of this is the development of a
1. McKeon, Rebecca M., "A Comparative Follow-Up Study of Men-
tally Handicapped Youth Who Have Attended Special Class in
Six Large Industrial Communities." Boston University,
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 1948. pp. 220.
2. Woolley, Dr. Helen T., Hart, Hornell, "Feeble-Minded Ex-
School Children." Helen S. Tro\mstine Foundation,
Cincinnati, Ohio, April, 1921*
3. Patry, F. L., "Mental Hygiene Principles of Teaching the
Handicapped Child." Education,LIX :616-618, Sept .* 38-June, 'sa
c
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defeatist attitude."
Berry^ also agrees In this as shown in his following
statement
:
To wait until the age of 6 before discovering a
child is ineducable In the ordinary scholastic sense
is a waste of time and money, and is in the child's
worst interests, as it is then often too late to pro-
ceed with that very special and individualistic type
of education-manual or technical-to which the child's
limited gift entitles him.
Berry estimates that 805^ of the mental defectives can
become self-supporting if they are given the right kind of
education early enough. If this is true, it is in itself
sufficient argument, frcsn a social and economic point of
view, to begin special class instruction during the first
year of a pupil's school life.
On the whole, it would seem desirable to admit all
qualified boys and girls to the special class upon completion
of one year In the first grade or upon attaining the age of
seven years.
2
Hillboe supports this idea as follows:
Because of the fact that childhood is a plastic
period when delinquency is preventable, when proper
specific habits may be formed, when desirable mental
attitudes may be cultivated, when normal social rela-
tionships may be begun, when the individual's poten-
tialities for brain development are at their peak, and
when good habits can, by the right kind of training.
Berry, Richard James Arthur, The Mental Defective; A Pro-
blem in Social Inefficiency . New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 1931; 225 pp.
2. Hillboe, Guy L.« Finding and Teaching At ypicjal Children .
Bureau of Pubs. ,Teachers Col., Columbia u
.
, 19^6. 177 pp.
r(
be made to precede rather than to follow bad habits,
early diagnosis of mental subnormallty and assignment
to a special class is essential to the ultimate success
of that type of education.
It seems very well agreed that candidates for special
classes should be selected early* Most authorities and
workers in the field seem fairly well to coincide on the
criteria for referral and placement. Since as McKeon points
out "unsatisfying home conditions, sensory defects, physical
disability, emotional or educational maladjustments may cause
school failure", it is extremely necessary to examine all
phases of a child's life. McKeon^ says that placement of
pupils in special classes requires most careful consideration
and should be based on systematic referral involving the *ten
fields of inquiry'. The testing procedure should be thorough
and scientifically administered and interpreted by experts
before special class placement is recommended. This ten point
plan as recommended by Fernald includes a physical exam,
family history, personal and developmental history, education-
al history, environmental conditions, economic efficiency,
social history, and moral, in addition to psychological tests*
1. McKeon, Rebecca Mary., "A Comparative Pollow»Up Study of
Mentally Handicapped Youth Who Have Attended Special Class
in Six Large Industrial Communities." Boston University,
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 1948; pp. 220.
2. "Pollow-Up Study of Special Class
Boys." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University,
1944; 78 pp.
3. Fernald, Walter E., "The Inauguration of a State-Wide Pub-
iic School Mental Clinic in Mass. Mental Hygiene . 6:471-
86, July, _1922^ "
!t
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'
.
This same system is used today by the state traveling
clinic which does much of the testing for puhllc schools In
many communities in the state*
Donahue^ stated that in her system the criteria for
referral and placement might he for:
!• Mental retardation as indicated by low mental test
scores.
2# Severe educational retardation.
I 3. Personality or social maladjustment related to
mental retardation.
4« Lack of adjustment in the regular school. This
probably explains the placement of discipline
problems in the center although they have I.Q.'s
of from 85-100. (This is with reference to her
own system which was the concern of her follow-
up study. It is very likely true of too many
other systems.)
5. Parent consent. This is the exception rather than
the rule
.
In a bulletin prepared by Sturgls seven points were
taken Into consideration before a child was placed in a
special class. They are as follcmrs:
1. Donahue, Mary T., "A Pollow-Up Study of a Group of Mentally
Retarded Children Who Left the Special Classes in a Large
Industrial City During the Years 1931-1941.** Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1948. 76 pp.
2. Sturgls, Annis K., **Special Classes in Newton.** Newton
Public School, Division of Research and Guidance, Newton,
Massachusetts, 1937.
c
!• The child's chronological age#
2* His mental level of learning ability,
3* Eis general physical condition, especially his
hearing and vision*
4« Eis background of opportunity for acquiring in-
formation.
6« Eis school progress or grade level.
6. Personal characteristics, especially his emotional
control and interests.
7. Aptitude in dealing with things.
Most systems today realize the importance of examining
the many different aspects of a child's life and not limiting
the testing program to mental tests. There is often a ques-
tion of the validity of the program of selection, however,
since m.any teachers, some who have had bit the barest prepara-
'
tion are the ones who do the testing. The lack of qualified ji
persons makes this necessary in some cases. The lack of ample
salaries for psychologists and good psychiatric testing
specialists is one of the worst drawbacks to the efficient
selection of legitimate candidates for special class educa-
tion. In many cases, coaching classes for slow learners or
^
for children with specific disabilities in certain of the *
tool subjects makes placement in a special class necessary.
Much could be done to further special education, if a siiffi-
cient number of coaching classes or remedial teachers were !
present in the different school systems. The presence of
these children means a great spread of chronological and
fTO n
(
mental ages as well as a great range in I«Q«'s* This makes
the teacher's task an almost impossible one, and often, of
necessity, means inadequate help for the truly mentally de-
ficient for whom the class is in existence* Too often chil-
dren with serious emotional disturbances are placed in
special classes although their I.Q.'s are far above the I«Q«
range that should be placed there. Often, too, children with
physical handicaps are so placed because no provision is made
otherwise in some systems. All this leads to a very hetero-
geneous grouping and makes for many personality and social
conflicts.
In the field of m«ital diagnosis there are too few
clinical facilities. Many school systems do not have esta-
blished and recognized clinics, and others do not have ade-
quately staffed clinics. Unless a careful diagnosis is made,
there is always confusion about bon a fide mental retardation,
behavior, maladjustment, and educational retardation. When-
ever a class for the mentally retarded contains such a mix-
ture of nondescript problems, the teacher cannot make much
progress, and the class gets a generally unfavorable reputa-
tion.
Therefore, it seems that a good program for placement
of childjren in special classes must include first, group
tests for screening followed by individual tests administered
by experienced, well-trained psychologists for those who, it

!is felt as a result of the group tests are in need of further
diagnosis* The testing program should include mental tests
preceded by a complete medical test, family history, personal
and developmental history, together with a study of the en-
vironment and home life of the child* After all the phases
of the child's life have been thoroxighly studied and the sum
total reveals the need of such education as is offered in
the special class for the mentally retarded, should any child
be placed in special class* The sooner this can be done the
more effective will such education be for the child*
I(
TEACHER REQUIREMENTS
A good special class teacher concerns herself with every
thing that affects the children in her class. She must make
home contacts and contacts with those social agencies which
may help these children during their school life and after
they leave. She must do all she can to promote the welfare
of these children. She must be ever ready to help the parent
understand their children* She should be willing to help
other teachers with educational problems as she should be a
specialist in the field of pupil classification, special
curricula, special methods and devices in teaching* This
idea is in accord with Doll's^ following statement:
The establishment of the epecial class for the
feebleminded is one of the most important attempts
to adapt public instmction to individfcial pupil needs.
The successful special class, therefore, means much
for education—for the normal child as well as for
other types of exceptional children. It means also
that in view of the need for special curricula,
special content, and special method in the class for
the subnormals, the feasibility of such adaptations
in a larger way is on trial* It means that here is
a practical demonstration of the importance of under-
standing individual abilities and disabilities of
every school child. It means an examination of new
theories in the field of discipline and the adjust-
ment of teaching to the emotional needs of the chil-
dren. It means an experiment and a demonstration in
the possibilities of correlating the school and the
home and of adjusting education to meet the ultimate
social needs of each child. It means the development
1. Doll, Edgar A., "Special Class Catechism." Journal of
Educational Research
.
XII: 186-203, (October, 1925).
f
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of new theories and principles with respect to both
the means and end of education. It means a practical
demonstration in child conservation and social welfare
•
The teacher's faith in helping the child to succeed
where nothing but failure has been present makes the parents
feel that all is not lost and encoxxrages them to cooperate
with the teacher*
She should realize that these children will rarely be
able to exercise much personal initiative or adapt themselves
well or readily to new situations. Therefore, she must make
their training cover as many practical aspects of industrial
and social life as seems desirable for the good of each in-
dividual child* The amount of academic work to be taught
should be gauged as nearly as possible upon the foresight of
the teacher in determining to what levels of capacity the
child will be able to operate at maturity*
Baker gives the following qualifications of a good
special class teacher:
The special class teacher must have unusual
patience and understanding of children. As noted
many times, most exceptional children have a com-
bination of defects and often they have been sub-
jected to ridicule by a world which is harsh and
in which competitors are ruthless* It requires an
unusual amoiint of enthusiasm and encouragement to
neutralize these negative influences and to build
a positive psychology for such children.
1
1« Baker, Harry J>, Introduction to Exceptional Children ,
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944; p. 471*
fI
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Baker feels that she is an Important key person in the
special program and sho\ild be well trained and familiar with
her own work and other fields of exceptional children. He
feels she toild have all the highly desirable attributes of
good teachers* She must be proud of her class and Impart a
feeling of its importance to the regular teachers. If she
lives in an apologetic frame of mind with regard to her work
and her class, her fellow teachers or acquaintances are likely
to despise both her and her class*^
Kelly feels that a teacher of the handicapped should
have a B.S. degree from an accredited teacher's college. The
major work for the degree should be in the special field*
Scientific training coupled with a natural aptitude for
teaching is an adequate beginning. However, this should be
followed with an in-service training program which is conse-
o
cutive, vital and abreast of the times.
McKeon^ feels that in addition to sympathetic under-
standing and kindness, patience and a physically strong make-
up, that some experience in teaching nomal children is fre-
quently encouraged as a requisite for special class work.
1. Op. cit., p. 470-471.
2. Kelly, Elizabeth M., '*The Future of Special Eaucation".
Occupational Education
. 111:111, February, 1946.
3. McKeon, Rebecca M., "A Comparative Follow-Up Study of Men-
tally Handicapped Youth Who Have Attended Special Class in
Six Large Industrial Communities." Boston University,
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 1948, p. 28.
I
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Wallin says that if she is a real teacher, she will be
the best mother many of the children ever had.
Certainly no one should be placed as a special class
teacher simply because she is a good teacher of reading or
is successful in teaching any of the tool subjects. Only a
teacher who is a good teacher and who has an intelligent
understanding of the mentally retarded as well as a willing-
ness to do everything she can for such children in or out of
school should be so placed* Goddard stuns up the situation
when he says that nowhere are good teachers so valuable and
nowhere is the poor teacher sucih an utter failure and capable
of doing so much harm as in special classes*
j
ii
1* Wallin. John E. W.. The Education of Handicapped Children *
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924^ p* 167*
4f
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ORGANIZATION
Mathews offers two reasons for organizing special
classes. She says:
We believe that there are two good reasons for
organizing the classes for the definitely sub-normal
children. First, to place them in an environment
where they would be happy and useful, and where a
general integration can be maintained and right ad-
justment made in spite of certain distracting and
disintegrating factors
•
The second need for classification of the sub-
normals is for the proper development of the normal
and superior children. These latter children are
in danger of becoming mentally lazy if obliged to
mark time with slower children.!
Prom the viewpoint of the backward pupil himself, the
special class is a haven* It is in the regular grades that
his intellectual limitations constantly stand out in such a
way as to draw the jibes of fellow pupils and make him pain-
fully conscious of his shortcomings. In the special class he
finds himself among his peers; he can keep up with his group;
he may even excel. His Individual aptitudes and interests
are considered and he is given an opportunity for self-ex-
pression in a type of work in which he takes a natural in-
terest and in which he can do well# All this leads to satis-
faction and contentment, and as the leaders in special class
work in any city can testify, is reflected in decreased
truancy and general improvement in behavior.
Financially, it has been estimated that 10^ of public
school expenditures in this country have gone into the waste
1. Mathews, Nora A., "Education of Pupils in Special Classes."
Bulletin of Depatrtment Elementary School Principals .
=.^^Aprii., i^^u; Kintn learoooK, pp. -^05=306 «"^^ "
( c
motion of permitting over-age pupils to repeat grades. Modern
psychology finally showed that many of these retarded children
were not merely slow to learn, or lazy, or indifferent, but
were lacking in the intellectual capacity for regular class-
room work beyond perhaps the two or three most elementary
grades.
The position of the public school in the mental defi-
ciency program is unique. No other agency can begin to make
so effective a contribution to the social control of mental
deficiency. No other agency, by its neglect of this problem,
can leave so much damage to be repaired by other agencies.^
There are three main types of organizations. The most
frequent is the establishment of the special class within the
regular elementary or jtmior high school building. Sometimes
when the class is so situated, the special class members take
part in school activities and may even attend certain classes
in which they may benefit and to which they may contribute.
In mamy Junior high schools especially, such children are
allowed to attend regular classes in art or music if an apti-
tude for such work is shown or there is a real interest. Care
should be taken, however, not to let them attend classes which
would only accent their limitations.
1. Davies, Stanley P., Social Control of the Mentally Defi -
cient . New York: Thomas Y. Crowel Company, 1930; pp. 307
293-301.
oi
Another type of organization is the special boys' or
girls* center* In this type of school only the classes for
the mentally retarded are found. There has been some dis-
agreement among educators concerning the good or bad points
of such organization. Doll"*" feels that a special center
malffis for more flexible classification, better supervision,
and more diversity of instruction. It allows wider use of
the special class equipment, also*
2
VThipple says that the most cogent argument for bringing
all the special classes of a school system together in a
single center is that so doing makes possible the simplifica-
tion of the program by allowing not only specialization of
work for the teachers, but also grouping of the classes in
accordance with the needs and capacities of the children*
Kirk'5 feels that the departmentalized special school has
the advantages of better trained teachers in each line of
work offered, equipment can be more adequate, and teachers
dealing with the same pupils can learn from each other. He
feels, however, that there are certain disadvantages. He
states that a stigma attaches to members of such a school and
that the teacher-pupil relationship becomes too impersonal.
1. Doll, Edgar A., "Special Class Catechism." Jotimal of
Educational Research , XII: 186-203, (October, 1925).
2. Whipple, Helen D.
,
Making Citizens of the Mentally Limited .
Bloomington, Illinois: Public School Publishing florapariyi
—
1927; 374 pp.
3. Kirk, Samuel A., Teaching Reading to Slow -Learning Children .
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1940; pp. 19-So.

Furthermore, such a special center Is usually loolced upon as
a penal institution or school for disciplinary cases. It is
difficult for children wdien they leave such centers to obtain
work because of the reputation—unjust as it is—that goes
with them in the minds of certain employers.
The third type of organization is the special school in
which special classes for all types of handicapped children
are held. The classes are fcr the mentally handicapped, the
physically handicapped, the partial seeing, the deaf, the
hard-of-hearing, etc. This type tends to hide the mentally
handicapped because the public understands and appreciates
the other types. No great feeling ot accent is directed
toward any one type.
The most popular type of organization is the first one
mentioned. More special classes are found within the regular
elementary or junior high school building. This affords the
greatest amount of opportunity for socializing the child
•
After all, as long as he lives, the mentally retarded will
have to live with all the kinds of people to be Jbund in this
world and so it woiild seem better to help him adjust to many
people rather than to segregate him and thus shut him off
for so many hours a day with only those who are handicapped.
He should be given every possible opportunity to be a part
of the whole school and to contribute to the welfare of the
whole school.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
Kellogg sa^a:
The happy child is a goal of education, but the
worthy citizen is the ultimate purpose we wish to
achieve* To keep mentally retarded children happy
for twelve years of school life is only one aim in
our education. We know that if we send them out of
our schools, incompetent, insecure, unsocial, and
untrained to make the very most of their abilities,
we have failed utterly, although they may have been
happy with us«^
The alms and objectives of the special classes as stated
by Sturgis^ are as follows:
An outcome which perhaps ought to be stated as of
first importance is the change in personality of these
children brought about by the overcoming of their emo-
tional handicaps ii^ich were due in great measure to
the undeserved stigma or taunt of inferiority which
they have felt in the competition in the regular grades*
A second outcome is the prevention of delinquency*
A third outcome is that of becoming a citizen who
is able to support himself, either partially or com-
pletely* Under suitable training, these pupils acquire
traits and habits ^ich are common to all people who
make useful places for themselves in the community*
Odell states that those in charge of special classes
should have very definitely in mind as an aim, the prepara-
tion of pupils of inferior mentality to become as satisfac-
tory members of the comimnity as possible* The effort should
be mad«, therefore, to determine those portions of the
ordinary work of the schools and such other work as it is
1* Kellogg, Roberta Mead., "Pollow-Up Study of One Hundred
Males Who Spent Scane Time in the Special Classes in the
Public Schools of Newton, Massachusetts." Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941* 95 pp*
2. Sturgis, Annis M., "Special Classes in Newton." Newton
Public School Division of Research and Guidance, Newton,
Mass*, 1937. *
r
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practicable to give which these pupils can master sufficiently
well to be worth their time and which at the same time will
be most helpful to them after they have completed their school
work
•
^
o
Peatherstone makes a good observation in his following
statement
:
Whatever need there may be found for segregating
into groups for particular purposes those whose various
intelligences are distinctly inferior, the need of such
segregation will arise out of a better view of the pur-
pose to be served* Then much of the odious determinism,
social ostracism and parental antagonism which now
attach to such classes will be obviated.
Whipple states that:
The course of study for the subnormal must have,
then, as its fundamental basis that quantum of know-
ledge which it is essential for both normal and sub-
normal to possess, and to these must be added those
otiier facts, skills, habits, and attitudes which are
peculiarly suitable and useful to the subnormal
•
4Whipple goes on to explain what she feels the curriculum
should be;
The materials of the curriculum should, in so far
as possible, be presented as a closely integrated whole,
not as isolated blocks of information* Since the men-
tally defective is slow to make generalizations and to
apply what he has learned, it is especially important
that the information which he acquires shall be learned
in connection with situations approximating those he is
!• Odell, Charles W«, "Provisions for Mentally Atypical Pupils'
University of Illinois Bulletin, Vol. XXIX, No. 6:34,
Bulletin 59, Urbana, Illinois; University of Illinois, 1931*
2. Featherstone, William B., "The Crirriculum of the Special
Class.** Bureau of Publications, New York City: Teachers
College, Columbia University, 1932. 157 pp.
3. Whipple, Helen Davis, Making Citizens of the Mentally
Limited . Bloomlngton, ill.: Public Schi. Pub.yo. ,iy&7,374p.
G. 'Oil
likely to encounter in life.
Every assignment should be short enou^ and simple
enough that the child can master it at his level of ad-
vancement* Presentation should always be concrete and,
in so far as possible, illustrated.
Drill is essential to progress in a special class*
A much greater proportion of the teaching time must be
devoted to drill in the special classes than is neces-
sary in the regular rooms.
Wallin^ states that:
The special schools must strive, perhaps even more
earnestly than the regular schools, to develop good,
loyal, patriotic citizens. Mental inferiors are pecu-
liarly in need of instruction and practical training in
the fundamental personal, social and civic virtues.
They are frequently conspicuously deficient in the
traits that lie at the base of a healthy social and
civic consciousness, in an understanding of the ideals
on which a successful democracy must be based, in the
feelings of respect for law and order and the rights
and prerogatives of other people, in the appreciation
of their duties to others and to themselves as self
respecting individuals, and in the ideals of personal
honor.. ...We must develop habits of industry, good
craftsmanship, and thrift, and a desire to be helpful.
The special class should be a real home, arranged
as far as possible like a real home, which will let sun-
shine into the souls of the pupils who may have grown
sullen, ill-tempered, pessimistic, cynical, ambition-
less, and who have lost their grip on life.
The correction of personality defects, the develop-
ment of voluntary controls and inhibitions of anti-
social proclivities, the inculcation of ideals, the
strengthening of the individual's morale, the "bailding
of character", the establishing of desirable personal,
social, and industrial habits and attitudes, the de-
velopment of the highest possible degree of vocational
efficiency and the desire to be of service are ultimate
objectives of all special class work.
The special class must aim to train the pupils so
that they will become maximally self-supporting, or as
sll^t a burden to society as possible^ Therefore, the
controlling principle in the organization of the program
1. Wallin, John The Education of Handicapped Children .
Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1924. pp. 167-176-177.
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must be the practical utility of the subject-matter
taught • The doralnsint emphasis must be placed on the
practical, utilitarian, or vocational, rather than on
the cultural or academic objectives*
Brown"^ brings out a very Important fact in 'the following
statement that supports the objectives previously brought out
in this section:
True, one might point out that the school can do
little to prevent certain deficiencies associated with
sensory-motor defects or inferior intelligence. But it
is not these conditions in themselves that cause twisted
personality development and result in delinquent, neuro-
tic, or aggressive reaction patterns. As is true of so
many conditions found among atypical children, it is
the crushing sense of social inferiority, self-detesta-
tion, and awareness of rejection that lead to grave
personality malformation.
Those objectives based on the needs of the mentally
handicapped stress the importance of procedures that will
enable them to enjoy social relationships, develop physical
efficiency, provide for wise use of leisure time, develop
functional skills, accept home responsibilities, and become
economically efficient. They may well serve as a basis for
curriculum planning for these classes.
Special training should progress to the goal of self-
controlled, self-supporting citizenship.
The realization that many mentally handicapped pupils
may be so trained as to become ultimately contributors to
1. Brown, Pred., "A Practical Problem for Early Detection of
Atjrpical Children." Journal of Exceptional Children
.
10:5, October, 1943.

the world at work has many Implications for special education
and a direct bearing upon its objectives.^
In summary, it should be stated that the aims and ob-
jectives of the special class should be two-fold« First,
certain desirable traits should be developed. Whipple lists
the following, which seem to cover very well those we should
emphasize. They are obedience, honesty, thrift, self-control,
tolerance, industry and perseverance, good humor, trust-
worthiness, self-reliance, orderliness, loyalty, cooperation
and good manners. Or as Piper states it, health, command
of the fundamental processes, worthy home membership, voca-
tion, citizenship, worthy use of leisure, and ethical charac-
ter* Secondly, as partially stated in Piper's list of ob-
jectives to train each child in those abilities which will
enable him to be a self-supporting worthy member of his com-
munity.
lo McKeon, Rebecca M., "A Comparative Follow -Up Study of
Mentally Handicapped Youth Who Have Attended Special Class
in Six Large Industrial Communities." Boston University,
Unpublished Doctor's Dissertation, 1948, pp. 220.
2. Op. clt., p. 34-38.
3. Piper, Walter Irving, "Curriculum for Classes of Mentally
Retarded Children." Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston
__
University, 1934. 415 pp^
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CURRICULUM
Excellent as has been the work in various quarters where
children have been put into special classes, there is, never-
theless, a regrettable lack of unified purpose or definite
program to be found in a great majority of the classes which
are operated for the subnormal* When confronted with the
children?" or '*What do you teach these children?" adminis-
!
trators and teachers usually reply somewhat vaguely: "We
\
follow the regular course of study, but we go more slowly,"
Undoubtedly, the rate of learning for subnormals is
slower but there is much in the regular course of study which
is not suited to the needs or abilities of the subnormal*
Furthermore, there is much not included in a regular course
of study that is essential for the subnormal to be taught*^
Horn^ feels too, that there is as yet no consensus of
opinion in America in the matter df either the types of ex-
ceptional children for whom provision should be made or of
a basic theory of their education*
Witty and Beaman^ following a study of thirty cities and
588 classes, in 1932, stated that only three of the thirty
1* Op* cit., p. 3«
2. Horn, John Louis, The Education of Exceptional Children *
New York: The Century Company, 1924* 345 pp*
3. Witty, Paul A. and Beaman, Florence, "Practices in Special
Classes." Trends, 1:4-15, January, 1932*
questions
:
"Have you a special course of study for these
0
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cities reported activity programs. The majority of the
I
classes offered traditional subject curriculum of the elemen-
' tary grades supplemented by handwork.
According to Johnson^ after studying several follow-up
studies, the curriculum has varied from one in which the
"5 R*s** plus handwork, was primarily used, to those which in-
cluded music, art, physical training, play life, hobbies,
extra-c\irricula activities, out-of -school activities, social
' affairs, and practical experiences
•
Real differentiation consists fundamentally in differ-
I
ences of quality not quantity and cannot be achieved by the
j
,
simple process of studying the standard curriculxim more slowlj^
according to the White House Conference^ which, however agrees
with Whipple^ that diminished quantity does play an important
role# They both agree too that special class children need
different methods of instruction and a longer total period,
while Feathers tone feels that no different methods are
necessary for the subnormal than for the normal.
The teacher of retarded children must not expect to
I teach by usual methods slowed down or made simpler, according
4
j
to Inskeep. She says that in all the work the teacher must
1. Johnson, Annie C, "A Comparative Study of 26 Special
Classes for Mentally Retarded Pupils." Boston University,
Unpublished Thesis, 1948. p. 42.
2. White House Conference on Children in A Democracy. Washing-
ton, D.C., January 18-20, 1940. Pinal Report, p. 482-5.
I
3* Op. cit., p. 3.
I
4« Inskeep, Annie D. , Teaching Dull and Retarded Children . Kewii
I
York; Macmillan Co.,lU2b* 4bb pp*^
J
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jbegin down where the child is, tut neither the teacher nor the
I
pupil should stay down there. She must build on what nature
has given the child*
Certain rules of pedagogy shoxild be especially empha-
sized and others should be modified. They are, according to
Whipple^!
1» Presentation of every lesson must be made at the
level of the child's understanding* This is in
agreement with Inskeep.
2» Frequent checks should be made upon the child's
understanding of the meaning involved In a lesson
or undertaking.
3. Units of work should be short and possible of
completion*
4* Presentations should always be concrete and, in so
far as possible, illustrated*
5* Applications and generalizations must be made
explicit and specific*
6* Drill is essential to progress in a special class*
7* The work should represent the independent efforts
of the child*
8* Standards of achievement should be checked
occasionally*
9* Every pupil should own some of his school books*
10* The inadequacies of the children should never be
paraded before them*
11* Instruction must be closely related to the conditions
of the home environment*
1* Op* cit*, pp. 13-19*
.1
She goes on to say that the classroom schedule should
neither he too strictly adhered to at the expense of cutting
off active interest in a lesson on hand nor too laxly adhered
I
to, thus making for little direction or planning of thought*
The arrangement cf the school program must depend upon at
I
least three iirportant factors: the nature of the group, the
length of the school day, and the proportionate amount of
I
time specified for each subject included in the course of
study* A class program must be planned in accordance with
the needs and nature of the group for which it is intended*
The more homogeneous the group of pupils, the less complicated
the program.
Whipple^ feels that the only efficient way for the school
to meet the problem of curriculum and of education, is to
study the industrial opportunities of its environs and
analyze the employment records of its graduates* She states
that the curriculum should be chosen in accordance with the
following principles:
1* The nature and scope of the ciirriculum should be
conditioned by the mental capacity of the child*
2* The selection of subject matter must be determined
by its usefulness*
3* Other things being equal, that material is to be
preferred for the curriculum which meets a present
need of the pupil and appeals strongly to his
interests
•
1. Op. cit., pp. 22-232-7-8*
c
4* The materials of the curriculTim should be closely
related to the environment and experiences of the
child
.
5. The materials of the curriculum should, in so far as
possible, be presented as a closely integrated whole,
not as isolated blocks of information.
6# The curricultim should not be limited to a series of
texts, topics, or divisions of instruction, but
should be thought of as embracing a large body of
habits and attitudes, which, though they cannot be
taught formally, are of the utmost importance in
the education of the child*
Today, the newer methods of study, well integrated with
social training in proper life values and especially with the
academic subjects, have the power to develop the personality
of the individual* For such reasons, educators ou^t to
familiarize themselves thoroughly with the background, school
record, performance in and out of school, personalities and
adjustments of mentally-retarded pupils before any attempt is
made to draft a curricula for their use» The welfare of the
child should be kept in mind, as well as the degree to which
the course of studies outlined would contribute to his social
and economic welfare*^
In view of the characteristics of the mentally handi-
capped, their needs, the objectives of special class educa-
tion for the, and the suggestions of experts, it appears that
a curriculxam for special classes in order to meet some common
core, specific objectives should make provisions which might
1. Johnson, op. cit., pp. 44-45
•
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include the following:
!• Many first-hand experiences in group work and play-
to help develop wholesome relationships with fellow-
pupils •
2. Daily practice and checks in habits of personal hy-
giene and cleanliness, good posture to aid in the
development of correct health habits.
5» Opportunities to arouse an interest in hobbies,
games, crafts, sports, outdoor activities, as a
means of making wise use of leisure time*
4« Highly motivated repetition and drill in the tool
subjects to allow for maximum achievement academi-
cally.
6. Closely related units of work, fitting varying abili-
ties, that will help to develop a knowledge of con-
sumer practices and avoid false economies.
j
6. Opportunities for practice in home repairing, care
of clothing, equipment so as to encourage the
acceptance of home responsibilities.
7. Occupational information that stimulates an awareness
of the type of work for which they are best fitted,
the possibility and manner of procuring it.^
Whipple^ feels that manual and industrial arts of a
practical and educative sort are of the utmost importance in
the training of subnormal children.
Unfortunately, these children are often no more
gifted in manual dexterity than in academic ability, but
what skill even the least gifted are able to achieve in
manual arts can be made to contribute directly to their
motor coordination and their sense of social responsi-
bility, if not to their ability to earn a livelihood.
Much can be accomplished in the shop toward teaching
boys and girls habits of cleanliness, orderliness, in-
dustry, persistence, punctuality, and cooperation with
their fellow workers.
1. McKeon, op. cit., p. 20.
2. Whipple, op. cit., p. 229.
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Odell"^ svana up much the same thing in this ways
In general the work they should cover Includes
certain fundamentals in the traditional subjects and
certain habits, attitudes, and items of information
of value for good citizenship, for home making, and
for self-support
•
Button^ makes a pertinent observation in his following
statement:
It is a significant fact that in adaptation of
Manual Training to the needs of our common schools, the
lines generally pursued are those expressed in the
fundamental needs of mankind--namely for food, clothing
and shelter. The school kitchen, with its studious
attention to hygiene and nutrition, the sewing school
with its lessons in care, thrift, neatness, and econcany,
and the workshop, with its training in deftness of hand
and practical adaptation of means to ends,—all these
are exceedingly social, not only because they touch the
elemental wants of mankind, but, because they connect
the school and the heme, create close sympathy between
parents, teachers, and pupils, and tend to level up
whole communities where the less fortunate reside.
The recommendations and findings of many who have pur-
sued follow-up studies should help us in planning future
curric\ila# Donahue , as a result of a follow-up study she
made, stated that there was a need of an industrial arts
course that would include machine-shop work, metal work and
printing. The establishment of a vocational school to
supplement the special class training or a part-time work-
1. Odell, Charles W,, "Provisions for Mentally Atypical Pu-
pils.** University of Illinois Bulletin, XXIX, No. 6:36,
Bulletin 59, Urbana, Illinois, University of Illinois, 193X4
2. Dutton, Samuel T., Social Phases of Education in the
School and Home . New York: The Macmillan Company, 1900
*
259 pp.
I
3. Donahue, Mary T., "A Pollow-Up Study of a Group of Mentally
i
school placement program with the cooperation of the local
industries would make the transfer from school to work easier
for these boys as they would have self-assurance In the know-
ledge that they are trained for a place in the world of work*
McKeon and Fouracre*^ came to the same conclusions about a
part time school-work-placement system.
Brophy*^ found that the most significant phase in the
curriculum of retarded boys and girls was training in ot&l
and written applications for jobs. The study showed that the
future for mentally retarded children can be greatly improved
if the importance of meeting a prospective employer is
stressed* Frequent drills on proper approaches and interviews
was found to be essential so that ultimately the child rea-
lizes his improvement and need to compete with his fellowmen*
Application blanks from as many industries as possible should
be Tised, also social security, workman's compensation and
old-age data.
4
De Proapo cites that a complete program of special edu-
cation includes: (1) school training, including guidance;
1. McKeon, Rebec^e^i -M. , "Follow-Up Study of Special Class Boys?
Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1944. 78 p.
2. FoToracre, Maurice H.
,
"Improving the Relationship Between '
the Community and the Class fol' Mentally Retarded.** Journal
of Exceptional Children
,
12:108-12-121, January, 1941*1
3. Brophy, C, "Vocational Possibilities for Mentally Re-
tarded." Journal of Exceptional Children > 10:85-87,
December, 1943.
4* De Prospo, Chris J., "A Complete Social Program for the
'
Mentally Retarded." American Journal of Mental Deficiency
.
51:115-122, July, 1946.
Ic
(2) Initial classification and placement; (3) social and in-
dustrial supervision; (4) retraining and replacement. This
program is much like that suggested by Pouracre."*"
With regard to the curriculum therefore, it would seem
that it should first he necessary to know the particular in-
dividuals within any given group for instruction. As many
different aspects of the life of each individual as possible,
should be known. A complete record of each child should be
on hand. Then the curriculum should be planned for the group
based on the mental abilities and interests of these children,
vocational opportunities existing in the community, and on
those many qualities, habits and attitudes essential to the
social, educational, and vocational growth of special class
children.
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FOLLOW-UP AND GUIDANCE
1
Ingrain has expressed the opinion that "a school program
for the education of the mentally retarded is not complete
without some provision for follow-up after the period of
schooling."
Hollingworth^ has stated that "the defective if left to
his own supervision is much more likely than is the average
person to fall into trouble, to *lose his job*, and to become
dependent in spite of the specific skills he has acquired by
training."
The school which merely concerns itself with its mentally
handicapped pupils during school hours and fails to maintain I
a close and helpful contact with the child's extra-school en- ^
3
vironment, is closing its eyes to the larger part of its task*
4Kelly feels a complete guidance program necessary to
the mentally retarded. She cites four phases necessary to
such a program* They are student counseling, preparation for
a work situation, placement in a job, and follow-up.
1« Ingram. Christine P., Educeition of the Slow-Learning Child . [
New York: World Book Company, 1935. lii - 419 pp«
j
2. Hollingworth, Leta S., The Psychology of Subnormal Children*
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1937. 588 pp. ,
3. Davie 3, Stanley P.. Social Control of the Mentally Defi-
cient . New York: Thomas Y. Crowel Company, 1950. 389 pp.1
4. Kelly, Elizabeth M., "Preparation of the Mentally Handi-
capped Child for the Post-War World." Journal of Exception4
al Children
,
10:146-150, October, 1943.
c
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Thcanas, director of the Department of Educational Re-
search and Guidance of the public schools in Springfield, made
a follow-up study of 88 boys and 54 girls ^o had been special
class pupils in Springfield. He brought out the importance of
home economics and shop courses as good job preparation for
these pupils and recommended a Job-placement teacher who would
know both the special class pupils and the employment condi- ^'
tions of the community. This is in agreement with part of
.
2
Pouracre ' s recommendation.
Channing^ agrees with Thomas that there should be a I'
system of placement and follow-up for pupils from special
classes. Channing and Kellogg both found correlation of
success in handwork in school with success in employment.
Kellogg* was in agreement witii Channing that those persons
who, when at school had been trained in good work habits, !
were most successful in being steadily employed.
1. Thomas, Harold P., "The Employment History of Auxiliary
Pupils Between Sixteen and Twenty-One Years of Age in
Springfield, Massachusetts." American Association for the
Study of Feeble -Minded, Proceedings and Addresses; Fifty-
Second Annual Session, 33:132-148, 1928.
2. Pouracre, op. cit., p. 110-111.
3. Channing, Alice, "Emplosrment of Mentally Deficient Boys
and Girls." Washington, D. C, U. S. Department of Labor,
Children's Bureau, Bulletin No. 210. Government Printing
Office, 1932. 69 pp.
4. Kellogg, Roberta Mead, "Pollow-Up Study of One Hundred
Males Who Spent Some Time in the Special Classes in the
Public Schools of Newton, Massachusetts." Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Boston University, 1941. 95 pp.
i
1
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McKeon^ in her study recommended a follow-up system to
help these people in the early stages of their vocational
# adjustment
•
Kineen^ In her follow-up study made the recommendation
that a follow-up service to guide these pupils during the
first two or three years after leaving school be offered*
She felt a survey of the local industries should be made and
i then units of study based on the findings of such a survey
should be developed in school* She also recommended a bureau
of vocational guidance with ample contact with local employers
i to affect suitable placements* This was almost the exact
conclusion reached by Kellogg after she had surveyed the
vocational, social and personal adjustment of 100 males who
4
had spent time in the special classes of Newton* Donahue
I
came to the same conclusions after making a follow-up study*
1 Although her pupils lived in a large industrial center with
many fields of work open, the lack of guidance and help in
securing such positions was very evident*
5
As far back as 1926, Winifred made mention of the need
1. McKeon, op* cit., p* 67*
2* Kineen, Mary Margaret, "A Follow-Up Study of Special Class
Pupils in a Community Suburban to a Large Metropolitan
City*" Unpublished Master's Thesis, Boston University,
1948* 72 pp.
I
5. Kellogg, op. cit*, p. 95
•
\' 4* Donahue, op. cit*, p* 63-64*
5* Winifred, C. Amelia, "Follow-Up Survey of Children In the
Developmental Schools of Los Angeles.* Los Angeles City
Schools. Educational Research Bulletin
. 6, 2:2-10^
November, i^^e*
f1
i
of special class guidance work after finishing a follow-up
study of special class pupils in Los Angeles* She stated that
^1% of the 252 pupils studied showed the need of guidance to
enable them to become better members of society, and to help
them to enjoy a better way of living*
Three of the recommendations made by Kellogg^ as a result
of her follow-up study were as follows:
1* A bureau of vocational and social guidance*
2* A follow-up program to serve as a means of evaluation
of educational and guidance procedures*
3* Greater integration of the school, home, and civic
life.
Johnson made the recommendation that placement and
follow-up might well become a part of every special class*
Trained counselors might be provided to aid teachers in
carrying out such extensive programs*
Ingram^ recommends that the school should continue to
examine the mentally retarded youth in the vocational field
until he has become well adjusted* This follow-up guidance
should continue for at least two years after he has left
school*
1* Kellogg7"op. clt*
—
2* Johnson, Annie Catherine, "A Comparative Study of 26
Special Classes for Mentally Retarded Pupils*" Boston
University, Unpublished Thesis, 1948. pp* 158*
3. Ingram, op. clt., p. 380*
c
Broyer as a result of a follow-up study of special class
children made in a town suburban to Boston, suggested that a
very interesting experiment would be to have the owners of
businesses cooperate with the school by giving particular
plans for training the pupils in their own trades. Then, on
leaving school, the owners would immediately accept these
specially trained individuals into their plants or factories*
In various studies the need of guidance and follow-up
work with special class pupils has been stressed again and
again. It has been shown also through many of these studies
that there is so much value both to the improvement of the
I
curriculum through direct study of the success and failure of
former students and the catises as related to the curriculum
offered them, and the suggested improvement for future curri-
cula. It has been pointed out countless times in these
studies, too, that much greater success and happiness would
be afforded these pupils if they could have guidance and
help in job-getting. Therefore, it seems that guidance and
j
follow-up work must become a part of special class education
' if special class education is to fulfill its aims and objec-
tives •
1. Broyer, D. v., "A Follow -Up Study of One Hundred Handi-
capped Boys Who Attended Special Classes in Wellesley,
Massachusetts." Unpublished Master's Service Paper,
Boston University, 1944. 92 pp.
I
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STIGMA
Featherstone states very decidedly the existence of a
stigma attached to special classes in his following statement:
Those who fancy that no stigma attaches to mem-
bership in a special class would seern to be engaging
in mere wishful thinking. Whether or not such stigma
is consciously present in the minds of the special
class members, it is obviously present in the minds
of many of the more fortimate members of the school
community.
o
Pouracre agrees that there is a definite need of better
relationships between the class for the mentally handicapped
and both the home and the community* He says:
The special classes for the physically handicapped,
the blind, and the partially-seeing, the deaf and the
hard-of-hearing, have been able to establish themselves
successfully in the community readily because of the
nature their work* The special class for the mentally
retarded has had an uphill struggle in most of the
smaller cities and even in some of the metropolitan
areas* The stigma of special classes for those other
than the mentally retarded has not been as great be-
cause the child's handicap could be seen or detected,
and the parents and comm-unity members were informed as
to the objectives of the class and appreciative for
this type of education*
Gesell says that most of all, the feeble-minded need to
be understood* He states:
We must all begin to look upon the feeble-minded
more as we look upon the crippled and physically in-
firm* A crippibd child is the object of peculiar concern
1* Featherstone, William B. . "Teaching the Slow Learner." New
York: Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1941. 100 pp*
2* Fouracre, op. cit., p. 108.
3. Gesell, Arnold, The Retarded Child; How to Help Him .
Bloomincton, Illinois : Public' Scnool Publishing Company,
1925. 100 pp.
r
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and consideration* We do not expect too much of the
cripple. Least of all do we regard his weakness as
in any way a disgrace Yet, ndien it comes to the
feeble-minded, we wrongly attach a stigma to their con-
dition*
The parents of exceptional children often need to be
educated to the importance of the program for their own chil-
dren* When they were in school there were few provisions for
exceptional children. Such education is a new and unfamiliar
experience to them* Instead of recognizing the program of
special education as an opportunity, they occasionally resist
and believe that their children have been selected for special
pimishment because of school failure or antisocial behavior*^
Doll as far back as 1925 asked this question:
Is the feeble-minded child personally stigmatized
by segregation in special classes? This depends on
conditions and attitudes rather than unon any inherent
degradation of special class children*^
Doll quotes Binet which shows that as far back as the
time of Binet a stigma was present:
Binet has well said that 'to be a member of a
special class can never be considered a mark of dis-
tinction', but he also recognized that a subnormal
child has a much greater chance of achieving desirable
distinction in the special class than in the ordinary
class *3
In spite of the fact that the above is true, there does
persist a very unfavorable attitude on the part of many toward!
1* Baker, Harry J., Introduction to Exceptional Children .
New York: The Macmillan Company, iy44* 4»fc pp*
2* Doll, Edgar A., "Special Class Catechism." Journal of
Educational Research , XII:186-203, October, 1925.
3* Ibid, p. 189*
=^
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special classes. Much of this stigma is personally directed
toward the subnormal child. Naturally, this causes much un-
happiness to the child for something he cannot help* It also
causes much suffering to many parents of such children*
Pouracre expresses this in the following passage:
The mentally handicapped child, in cwtward appear-
ance, is much like the normal child. However, frequent-
ly parents are ashamed of him, and his playmates ridi-
cule him because of his mental retardedness and his
awkwardness* To be placed in the '*d\imbell** room is not
pleasant for the child or the parent. Too often parents
are left to feel this humility without anything being
done about it.l
The Baltimore School Department in a bulletin describes
the differences between children in need of special class
training and normal children in this way:
Although their differences become very evident
In school performance, there are many ways in which
they are very much "like" normal children. The danger
lies in thinking of them as very different, as a dif-
ferent kind, rather than as very much like other chil-
dren but having certain limitations and learning dif-
ferences.
As the differences typically seem to be mcxre marked
in the school situation, it is evident that the differ-
ences pertain largely to the children's learning ability
and the learning process* It is not only a matter of
what and how much these children learn, but more a pro-
blem of how they learn. "Learn to do by doing" was
never more truly said of any than it is of these chil-
dren. They learn chiefly through manipulation and
active participation—by first hand experience* If this
method is used, the field of learning of the mentally
handicapped is greatly extended* Because they learn
best through real experiences and direct contacts, they
c(
are sometimes called direct-learners. As this term in-
dicates, the difference is largely one of method of
learning and not difference in kind or species*^
Back in 1925, Doll stated that a special class was a
group of school children who had not been able to profit by
the instruction of the ordinary classroom, or who were other-
wise educationally or personally maladjusted. These children
are assembled in small groups for the purpose of instruction
particularly adapted to their needs as individuals and as a
group
The best evidence we have that the feeble-minded are
different not in kind but in degree comes from psychological
experiments like those of Norsworthy and Binet# Dr. Leta S.
Hollingworth also brings out the same difference in these
children in her book.
Therefore, it seems that there is very definitely a
stigma attached to special education of the mentally retarded,
unjustified though it is.
1. Guide Book for Teachers of the Mentally Handicapped .
Department of Education, Division of Special Educati on,
1943, Baltimore, Maryland, p. 1.
2. Doll, op. cit., p. 186.

NEED OP COOPERATION
The solution of the problem of the feeble-minded depends
to a large extent upon general mutual understanding. It might
almost be said that if everybody concerned really understood
the feeble-minded members of their community it would be
possible for a great many of these members to lead a fairly
satisfactory life outside of an institution.
i
Gesell"^ feels that the place to being this policy of
mutual understanding is right in the schoolroom. "Begin it
by not expecting anything of the feeble-minded child which he
is not equal to. Make allowances for him. If necessary make
a special program for him."
Peatherstone feels that the teachers themselves are
often to blame for the stigma attached to special class pupils
because of the remarks they make about the pupils.
Gesell felt that the teacher could do much to obviate
any stigna attached to special class pupils. He saidi "No
teacher or principal should tolerate in the vicinity of the
school grounds the calling of names and the tormenting which
are still the too common lot of the defective child. By in-
direct suggestions, and sometimes by a little plain talking
the teacher can make the attitude of the normal children one
1. Gesell, op. cit., p. 37.
2. Peatherstone. Win. B. , . 7The Curriculum of the Special Class."
Bureau of Publications, N.Y. : Teachers College, Columbia
University, 1932. 157 pp.
3. Gesell, op. cit». p» 55*
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of wholesome sympathy and appreciation for the subnormal mem-
bers of a group. If these normal children need a little ser-
mon on the subject, why not recall them to the kind instincts
which they ordinarily display toward the crippled, the paraly-
tic, and the blind and make them realize the feeble-minded are
in need of the same kindness***
Cooperation between the school and the home is essential
if special education is to achieve its aims for special class
members. Hillboe"^ suggests an investigation and correction
of home conditions. He feels that these bear an important
relation to the success of children in special class. Cer-
tainly the home is an important factor and one which is pro-
perly a problem of general social welfare in a community. The|
school will of necessity have to bring about changed condi-
tions through welfare and social agencies rather than through
direct action. Having close contact with the home enables
the teacher to become well enough acquainted with the family
to show she has a genuine interest in the welfare of the
child. In this way she is often able to make suggestions to
the family that would otherwise be impossible or useless.
Gesell^ points out that parents should be encouraged to assigi
regular definite duties in the home. Teachers should explain
1. Hillboe. Guy L., Finding and Teaching Atypical Children .
Bureau of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1930. 177 pp.
2. Gesell, op. cit., pp. 80-1.

the value of such work. The mentally deficient child should
perform a certain number of these tasks even if they could be
done more conveniently by saneone else. As the child grows
older and can no longer benefit from academic work in the
school, the advisability of his spending at least half a day
in helping at home may well be considered.
At the beginning of this section, the fact that a sllgma
is often attached to special classes for the mentally retarded
was brought out. Let us look at some of the causes of this
stigma. Pouracre"^ points out some reasons in this way:
There are at present public relations procedures
being used by teachers and administrators of special
classes that are undesirable and need changing.
Administrators, psychanetrists, and teachers
wanting to buoy the parents' hopes about their child
explain that the child will undoubtedly be able to re-
turn to the normal classroom after a short period of
time in the special class. If the child is correctly
placed in the special class for the mentally handi-
capped after being given a battery of psychological
and educational examinations, there is little hope that
he will be able to compete academically with children
of normal intelligence in the regular classroom. The
practice of giving parents false encouragement should
cease. If it is allowed to continue, the child, and
especially the parents, will feel that the special
class has failed to help the child get back into the
regular class. This obviously is not the purpose of
special education. Parents and the community should
be informed of the aims and objectives of the so-
called opportunity room for the mentally retarded
child.
The above is one reason why parents and children both
feel the special class is a failure. This practice of giving
Ir
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such false information to obtain acqulesence from the parents,
paints a very distorted picture of the purpose and aim of
special classes. Therefore, in order to have understanding
and cooperation from parents, they should be given informa-
tion which is factual • They must be shown how such a program
will benefit the child and how he will fit into it. Moreover,
the regiJilar class teacher can do much to help parents* Un-
fortunately, the regular class teacher often has no under-
standing of the special class and fails to prepare the parents
for the entrance of their child into special class* Her ig-
norance of special class education may have many other un-
fortunate results. Pouracre"'' states some of these as follows:
The regular class teacher does much to undermine
such a program by her ignorance. In her classroom,
the regular class teacher may talk about the subnormal
child in such a way that her students ridicule and
taunt the mentally retarded child* Teachers of younger
children, especially, do not consider the fact that
children group themselves on the playground by their
mental ages rather than their chronological ages;
consequently, the regular class teacher^s children are
in contfi[ct with the special class children because of
similar interests. If anything happens on the play-
ground—should one of the regular class teacher's
children get hurt, or one of them go out of bounds-
it is likely to be blamed on the special class child.
Therefore, on the playground and in the corridors,
the defective child is subject to criticism, rebukes
and is discriminated against as he is so often in the
home •
The teacher is not the only possible cause of an un-
1. Fouracre, Maurice H., "Improving the Relationship Between
the Community and the Class for Mentally Retarded." Jour -
nal of Exceptional Children, 12:110-111, January, 1946.
r
favorable attitude toward special classes and their members
Many times special classes are established in buildings where'
in the principal is not in sympathy with special education.
She understands neither the aims and purposes of the class
nor does she appreciate the iinique problems of the children
within special classes. She is often apt to deal harshly
with them for the smallest misdemeanor. Frequently she may
suspend these children thereby denying them any education.
If there is any one who needs good training and the S3nnpathe-
tic understanding and affection of a good teacher it is just
these children.
The normal child is another source of unkindness to
special class children. Often through remarks makes by the
normal child to members of the community or to his parents,
much active antagonism toward special class is aroused.
Pouracre^ states a very good example of how this may happen
by saying that:
The normal child being aware that the mentally
exceptional child behaves differently and knowing of
suspensions and discriminations, tells his parents of
what has happened in school. The parents of the nor-
mal child hearing these stories concludes that the
school is being run for incorrigibles
,
idiots, and
imbeciles; he, therefore, wants to know why his child
has to associate with that type of child. Frequently
parents of normal children cannot understand why the
taxpayers have to support local public school special
classes when the state taxation supports institutions
for the care of '^idiots and imbeciles". Much of the
unfavorable publicity that gets back to parents could
be avoided if an adequate community-wide "Know Your
Schools" educational program had been instituted.
1. Fouracre, op. cit., p. 112.
^hoot of EcUiC^ooo^^
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The type of organization has done much to magnify the
stigma attached to special education. There are three main
types of organization: (1) the school that houses all kinds
of special classes; classes for the blind, the deaf, physi-
cally handicapped, sight-saving, etc.; (2) the special center
having only special classes for the mentally retarded and
(3) the type that seems to be most common—having the special
class for mentally retarded housed in the regular elementary
or junior hi^ school building with the regular grades*
Pouracre^ points out the relative worth of each of the above
t3rpes of organization as this worth relates to the effect it
has on the parents and community in general by the following
statements
;
The school having all types of special classes
seems to have less stigma attached to it than the other
two* The reason for this is that the special classes
other than the mentally handicapped help to hide the
class for slow learning children. After the school
has been accepted by the community as being worthwhile,
the mentally deficient child and his parents have no
qualms about attendance.
The school having only mentally retarded classes
has been the one to receive the most uncomplimentary
publicity. This kind of school is most likely to be
known throughout the community as the **dumbell school"
the "nut house" or other names as bad. Older children
applying for jobs have been refused employment when
they inform the employer that they attended the school
for the mentally handicapped. The general public
looks at it as a reform school or penal institution
and consequently it has been difficult for the school
to obtain good publicity or support from the community.
The mentally handicapped class within the elemen-
tary school has gained more favorable support although
at times school officials and school patrons have
1. Pouracre, op. cit., pp. 111-112
•
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tried to have it placed elsewhere. In order to have
the class accepted in the community the education must
first start within the school*
Fouracre brings out some very pertinent points here.
Education must being within the school. Teachers, adminis-
trators, and children must be educated to special education.
Until these individuals are completely aware of the important
and proper place of special education, its alms and objec-
tives, little can be done to educate the community and parents
to this type of education. Until such time as this can be
accomplished, it is up to the special class teacher to sell
this type of education to all with whom she comes in contact;
to the teachers, administrators, parents and general public.
Whenever possible she must have her children contribute to
the general welfare of the school and the community. Let
them shew what they can do»

MEANS OF OBVIATING THE STIGMA
There are all kinds of attitudes about the
establishment of special classes in various communi-
ties. The responsibility for policies generally rests
with the superintendent of schools acting under the
advice and authority of boards of education.
It depends mainly upon the enthusiasm of the ad-
ministration and its knowledge of children and their
needs
•
One of the greatest stumbling blocks to an effi-
cient system of special education for the exceptional
has been the lack of understanding and cooperation
among those who deal with the different types.
One of the most crucial tests of a successful
program for special education of the exceptional is
effective public relations. If a school system is
conducted on a system of educational isolations from
its community, it cannot be very successful with ex-
ceptional children. One of the finest opportunities
for good public relations is an excellent program for
exceptional children with the full cooperation of all
community agencies.
It has been emphasized many times throughout the
various chapters that unless exceptional children are
given the benefit of optimum educational opportunity,
they will become discouraged and fail in school as
well as in gai eral development of their characters and
personalities* Whenever this failure occurs not only
is the child discouraged, but the dissatisfaction
spreads to his parents, to his brothers and sisters,
to other relatives, and eren to neighbors and friends
as well. Since there are several million exceptional
children, neglect of their educational needs spreads
dissatisfaction about education to many million citi-
zens. Education can scarcely afford to have a minor-
ity, albeit a small minority, of its clients dissatis-
fied with its program. Special education is one of
the best antidotes for such troubles and would be well
worth the effort and price in terms of improved public
relations alone, to say nothing of the increased effi-
ciency and happiness of the children themselves
1. Baker, Harry J., Introduction to Exceptional Children .
New York: The Macmillan Company, 1944. pp. 457-463.
c
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There is a fine opportunity for good public relations to
the medical profession, to the courts, to social agencies,
and to a host of other organizations which are directly or
indirectly concerned with children's welfare. In the causes,
remedies and preventions of various types of cases there was
much discussion about allied groups whose cooperation must be
sought and obtained if the program is to be successful. An
effective program of special education is the best answer to
any school administrator who wishes to develop and maintain
good public relations. It vitalizes the entire school pro-
gram and sets up community contact which extends much beyond
the area of special classes.
There is a definite need for certain methods of proce-
dures to be followed to obviate this stigma now attached to
special classes for the mentally retarded. There is a need
for better relationships between these classes and the home
and community. Special classes for the physically handicapped,
the blind, the deaf, etc., have had very little difficulty In
gaining full support of the community. This is due to the
fact that the public could readily see the need of such
classes and the piirposes of them. The child's handicap could
be seen and understood. However, this is not true of the
classes for the mentally retarded. The majority of the people
neither understand the special classes for the mentally re-
tarded nor the children within them. Therefore, it would
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seem to the writer that the first step in obviating the stigma
I
now attached to special classes for the mentally retarded,
|
would be a good public relations program. Any institution
that is publicly supported must keep the public informed as .
to its needs and accomplishments* Pease^ states that three-
fourths of the people of this country are connected in one
way or another with schools. Any institution so import€Uit
^
to so many and so important to the progress of society needs
the active and understanding support of the people. Pease
states this need very definitely in the following passages:
This support can come about only when school
board members, and school people work week after
week, month after month, and year after year through
every available device to make clear to every citizen
the character and service of public school. It is
essential that our public relations program be con-
tinuous, so that any emergency or major issue may be
met by an enlightened public.
Today the school system which best serves in
meeting the educational needs of the community, and
works in friendly cooperation with other constructive
social agencies, will profit most in sjrmpathetic
understanding and support. The modern successful
school system requires a public which is informed
concerning the needs and problems of schools, which
is in accord with these needs. It is impossible to
build a strong educational system adapted to the
needs of the child and of the community without firm
support of the public and the organizations, func-
tioning for the general welfare of the citizens.
Moehlman contends the "social interpretation for schools
may be considered as those institutional activities which keep
1. Pease, J.E., "Good Public Relations Win Support." Education
LXVI, No. 10:610, (June, 1946).
2. Moehlman, Arthur B., Social Interpretation . New York:
D. Apple ton-Century Company, 1938. p. 23*
i
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the institution aware of cocminlty opinion and needs and
keep people informed of the purpose, value, conditions and
needs of public education."
Dutton"^ states his idea on the importance of informing
the public of its public education program as follows:
I care not how skillfully and thoroughly school
supervision does its work, unless the interest and
confidence of the people are enlisted so that they
believe in the value of what is done much of the
labor goes for nothing. There may be much of indif-
ference and apathy, but there is never strict neu-
trality in public sentiment. A community that is
not thoroughly committed to a broad educational
policy and active in sustaining it is likely to
assume an unfriendly attitude, if the slightest
provocation arises. Much energy has been wasted in
trying to perfect a school system while the people
were ignorant of the motives and aims that animated
its directors and were incapable of understanding
and approving the methods employed.
The work of the public school as an agency for training
on-ccaning generations of citizens is of concern to everybody.
Indeed everybody has a part in it; everybody Is^ a part of it.
There is increasing demand for a smooth-running, growing
system of education. For that reason, effective cooperation
is a thing to be developed by our public schools, also a
thing to be exemplified by the public and the public's skilled
help, the teaching profession. Harmony and mutual confidence
must prevail between teachers and the public.
1. Dutton, Samuel T., Social Phases of Education in the School
and Home. New York: The Macmillan Company, 1900. 259 VT>»
c
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In spite of this, little is being done in some communi-
! ties, to inform the public of the aims and accomplishments of
public school education and especially of special education.
[
Van Nice^ has truly stated this when he said that "the schools*
poorest relations are its public relations".
BASIS OP A PUBLIC RELATIONS SYSTEM
An effective school system is the foundation of a good
I
public relations program. The publicity program grows out
of the school activities. Educational interpretation is
simply a means of bringing the public facts and showing what
they mean in terms of educational and social progress. With-
out a good school system, it is practically Impossible to
have good public relations.
The cultivation of good public relations between the
school and its supporting community has become one of the im-
portant duties of administrators, teachers, and all who are
interested in promoting education.
Ade^ states this as follows:
The public information program keeps patrons and
citizens sufficiently informed to win their active in-
terest and enable them to participate intelligently in
school affairs; it stimulates self criticism on the
1. Van Nice, C.R., Teacher Teamwork with a Problem Public .
Topeka, Kansas: School Activities Publishing Company,
1940. p. 6.
2. Ade, Lester K., "An All-Year Program of Educational Inter-
pretation." Education
,
LXI:156, (September, 1940-June,
1941).
"
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part of educators, and promotes effective cooperation
between the home and school Each should be informed
of what the other is doing. Parents can cooperate in
the program only as far as they are informed of its
objectives and methods. The public education program
also satisfies a popular demand for educational infor-
mation. The public is genuinely interested in the
schools *
Ad^ further points out that:
The paramount objective of educational interpreta-
tion, like that of every other phase of the program,
is the improvement of the efficiency of the school
system. Educational problems are public problems.
Any adequate program of public educational interpre-
tation therefore, provides for the dissemination of
authentic information about the schools. The people
should be conscious of the fact that the schools be-
long to them, and that only with their friendly con-
sideration of educational problems, a definite and
consistent program adequate for all concerned may be
assured.
Applied to schools, good public relations depend upon
good educational results, good schools and good teachers.
The teacher being almost synonymous with the school, the
character of the teacher and the character of the service
rendered by the teacher constitute the major factors in a
2
school public relations program.
It
Harral feels that the greatest obstacle to education is
the lack of adequate understanding by the public. Educational
interpretation is a newcomer in school circles so very few
schools have any definite programs or policies. The whole
1. Ade, op. cit., p. 136.
2. Burke, Arvid J., "Public Relations, Publicity, and Re-
search." Education, LXI:133, (September, 1940-June, 1941).
3. Harral, S., "Publicity Effective, in a Day of Confusion."
School and Society , L:501, (July-December, 1939).
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field of school publicity is practically unexplored, but
great advances are being made in the use of various techniques
and procedures. A school should know its goals and objec-
tives as guide-posts in relations with the public. Where
there is faith in education, there will be support.
THE METHODS CP EDUCATIONAL INTERPRETATION
The pupils themselves constitute one of the most effec-
tive means of keeping the public informed of educational
activities and progress. This is acccanplished through their
assemblies, entertainments, contests, holidays, celebrations,
exhibits, periodic reports, etc. Athletic activities arouse
a general interest in schools.
All information should be characterized by simplicity.
It should be prepared in such a way that the layman can
easily grasp the ideas which the program should convey.
Ade^ says that if public prejudice and suspicion are to
be avoided, the information given out must be factual and un-
equivocal. An effective organization of educational inter-
pretation involves the state department of education, the
board of education, the superintendent of schools, a public
relations director, the principal, the teacher, various edu-
cational associations, the parent-teacher congress and the
cit izens
•
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Ade^ farther states that this program may be organized
under the following headings:
Home visits, printed and visual materials, school
exhibits and displeiys, visits to schools by parents,
,
newspapers and magazines, radio and public addresses, '
commencement and school events, and American Education
j
Week. Other forms which have proved valuable in the '
campaign type of public relations are entertainments,
j
glee clubs, parades, institutes, store window displays, l|
debates, posters, demonstrations, personal letters,
student papers, and illustrated lectures.
Many of these forms of carrying out a relations program
could well be used in relation to special classes. The im-
portant point to keep in mind is that people want good schools.
If we keep them informed, they will tinderstand and therefore
'
appreciate what we are trying to do.
INFORMING PARENTS
Juckett^ says:
The school must take the responsibility of fos-
tering a cooperative spirit within the system. In the
building of this rapport, the attitudes of children,
teachers and parents must be taken into consideration.
All must feel that education is a cooperative venture
in which the welfare of the child is always the first
consideration. On the part of the teachers, there
must be understanding, sympathy, professional spirit.
On the part of the child there must be a feeling of
security in this three-way cooperation, an interest
and happiness in the school situation, and a knowledge
of the goal that is ahead. On the part of the parent
there must be an understanding of school aims, a
1. Ade, op. cit., p. 138.
2. Juckett, Edwin A., "Meaningful Relationships Between Home
and School." School Review , VII:92-S7, (January-December,
1944).
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willingness to spend some time working with the school,
and a feeling that the school has a real interest in
"the m.ost important child in the school system".
Schools and homes hold the next generation in
their hands; it can be a better generation as a result
of careful and meaningful cooperation.
The schoolhouse is a magnet which draws the in-
terested convictions of all thinking citizens. Nowa-
days schooling means more than a mastery of facts and
the passing of examinations. It means abundant life.
The heartfelt enthusiasm of the community centers in
the school. The partners in the country *s gigantic
and pulsating school business are teachers and pupils
and parents and comjnitteemen. Their working together
means a durable production .1
In order that the home and school may cooperate, it is
important that parents know what is being done for their
children. Parents who do not understand the aim-s of the
school may well become unintelligent critics. Especially
is this true of the parents of special class children,
p
Balletti*' stated this very well:
Uneducated parents are a serious drawback to
proper organization and running of special classes.
Anyone who has taught or has been connected in any
way with our schools will readily admit the compli-
cations and hindrance of progress in schools due to
uneducated parents.
Therefore, one of the things to consider in a public re-
lations program is the enlistment of the interest of the
parents. This must be done in a careful, thoughtful, in-
telligent manner. The attitude of the parent is very im-
1. Drury, S. S., School, Home & Co . New York: Parrar &
Rinehart, Inc., 1935. pp. vii, viii.
2. Balletti, Linda M., "Need of Adult Education in a Changing
Civilization." Unpublished Master *s Thesis, Boston Uni-
versity, 1954. 98 pp»
c
portant since the parent's attitude influences the child's
1
attitude to a great degree. Rautman brings out this thought
in his following statement:
The child's attitude toward special class place-
ment reflects the attitude of the teacher, parent and
community in general. The child cannot wholeheartedly
accept such placement unless it is likewise acceptable
to his parents. Parents are usually interested in the
welfare of their children. If they can be convinced
that special class placement is for the child's bene-
fit they will not object.
Rautman gives some very good pointers on how to inform
parents of special class education in the following state-
ments;
The parents should have, or be given, a realistic
appreciation of the child's abilities and lack of abi-
lities. Stress the abilities.
Parental prejudice against placement is a natural
defensive reaction usually due to lack of information
or to misinformation.
Special room placement should always be presented
to a parent as a special service which is made available
for those pupils who stand in need of it. It should be
considered as a privilege available in only a few school
systems, not as a form of punishment for having raised
a feeble-minded child*
Do not tell the parent it is a temporary placement
if prognosis is against return to regular grade. Do
not sacrifice confidence of the family in the school
for the sake of temporary acquiescence.
The parents of special class children and even the
general public when adequately informed, will be sympathetic
and understanding of any school program in which children
1. Rautman, Arthur L., "Special Class Placement." Journal of
Exceptional Children
, X:1CX), (October, 1943-May, 1944).
2. Ibid, p. 101.
1
.
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have an opportunity to exercise their abilities and be trained
to be useful citizens • Fouracre^ feels that the teacher plays
a most important part in infoi'ming parents and enlisting their
active interest* He states this action on the part of tea-
chers as follows:
The teacher, in order to further gain the coopera-
tion of the parents of the special class child, must
assure the parents from time to time that their child
is growing and progressing academically and vocationally.
The special class must keep the parents informed periodi-
cally of progress by letter, report card, or even better
yet by personal interview either at school or in the
home •
Concrete examples of grov/th and development are
necessary. Samples of the child's work taken at the
beginning of the school year and again interm-ittently
during the year will show the parent his child's pro-
gress. This type of record also helps in evaluating
the child's strengths and weaknesses for the teacher.
All mentally handicapped children show some growth, al-
though it might be slight, so that the parent who might
have given up hope that his child would profit in school
is given a new lease on life.
In connection with progress reports, some type of
promotion must be developed to satisfy both the parent
and the child. For the parent, promotion is something
that can be discussed with pride among friends and
neighbors. It again proves to the parent that all is
not hopeless. For the child, it is a goal for which to
strive; it also gives him a feeling of being like other
children when report cards and promotion slips are given
out at the end of the school year.
Home visits not only give the parent the feeling
that the teacher is interested in the child, but they
also give the parent someone with whom she can discuss
the child without feeling embarrassed and ashamed. The
home visit also serves the teacher in that she can see
many of the problems that confront the child in the
home. The problems in the home often explain the child's
1. Fouracre, Maurice H., "Improving the Relationship Between
the Community and the Class for Mentally Retarded."
Journal of Exceptional Children , 12 J 110, January, 1946.
c[
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classroom behavior* The home contact is a goodwill
mission. Too frequently in the past the only need
for a conference was to inform the parent that the
child had been naughty or was going to be retained
in the same class for another year.
The Parent -Teacher Association is a great aid in a public
relations program since this association takes an active in-
terest and participation in school activities. It can and
should do much toward fostering better understanding and
appreciation of school activities of all kinds. It plays a
very important part in public opinion. It should promote
better tinderstanding of schools through the newspapers and
other media*
1
Moore enumerates some of the general purposes of the
parent -teacher associations as follows:
The general piirposes of the parent -teacher associa-
tions are:
1. to understand more fully the plans and
aims of education and how to realize these plans and
aims.
2» to know the local school, its needs,
its plans, and its programs of procedures; and to be a
real factor in helping it to meet its needs; execute
its plans, and realize its programs.
3. to bring the school and the community
together*
4» to take an intelligent interest in school
elections whether the voting be in relation to bonds,
current taxes, or for members of the school board.
5# to bring the community and the teacher
into a more harmonious relationship by helping the teacher
to get acquainted and properly established in the com-
munity*
1. Moore, M.S., Parent, Teacher and School . New York; The
Macmillan Company, 1925* pp. 64-5*
rc
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6* to support the teacher when she is right.
Instead of permitting her and her school to become a
choice subject of conversation for neighborhood tattlers% or the anvil on which the community "knockers'* ring all
the changes from morning to night.
7. to supplement the efforts of the school
board in making the surroundings of the school or
schools approach the ideal as nearly as the resources
of the association will permit*
These purposes as stated above are very true and very
good but do nothing definite toward helping the parents of
special class children. These parents who need even more
help than parents of children in the regular grades are just
the parents that it is difficult to bring to these parent-
teacher meetings. Many reasons for this lack of attendance
might be given. In a few cases the parents are not interested
or do not have the time to attend. In other cases, the lack ;
of some suitable person to take care of the children so the
parents can attend these meetings may be responsible* Four-
acre"^ gives some reasons which may account to a great degree
for the lack of attendance of these particular parents at
these meetings. He also suggests a means of correcting the
lack of attendance. He points out the following causes:
The primary purpose of the P.T.A. is to foster
better relationships between the school and the parents ^
of the community in which the school is located. How-
ever, the P.T.A. serving a school that houses both regu-
lar and special classes for the mentally retarded often
fails to bring the parents of the special class children
to school. The reason for this failure is undoubtedly
1* Pouracre, op. cit., p. 109
rc
the fact that the parents of mentally defective chil-
dren do not want to be identified with their children.
Parents of special class children dislike to witness
all-school pageants in which their children may be com-
pared with the normal children. They dislike attending
P*T.A. meetings wherein there is a program of an out-
side speaker or purely a business meeting because they
feel that other parents think them infeerior because they
have a child in a class for the mentally retarded* A
much more satisfactory method of reaching parents, es-
pecially mothers, is through a special class Mothers'
Club. In this type of organization the mothers all
have a common bond; namely, that their child is men-
tally retarded and a member of the special class. With-
out doubt, the member of such a group does not feel the
stigma as he would if the parent of the school's most
intelligent child were sitting next to him.
The Mothers* Club might well be a good answer to the
problem of how to bring these parents to the school. Much
could be done at such meetings to help the relationship be-
tween the parents and the teachers as well as between the
parents and the children. The teacher could do much towards
helping the parent better understand his child. A program
of hobbies or parent education would do much toward forming
a closer bond between parents and their mentally retarded
children.
FOSTERING A RELATIONS PROGRAM
In a publication of the United States Office of Education,
George L. Wallace, late Superintendent of the Wrentham State
School says: "If society does not keep mentally deficient
children busy in a constructive way during the whole of their
school lives, they, in a destructive way, will keep society
(f
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busy during their adult lives." The White House Conference
stated that greater effort should be made to arouse Interest
and to secure the support of civic and welfare organizations
in the special education of all types of handicapped children,
and state and federal aid should be sought to make possible
the extension of special education to all who require lt«
Greater effort should be made to acquaint the general public
with the possibilities of the handicapped* Patry states
that educational neglect means maladjusted, unemployable, un-
happy and even anti-social individuals. The fact that super-
intendents, principals and supervisors while in teacher-
training institutions have had no courses dealing with the
characteristics and education of the handicapped accounts to
a great degree for the lack of Interest in the problem of
special education. It is evident that teacher-training
facilities must be expanded and the period of training
lengthened, if special education is to be improved and ex-
tended.
Special demonstration classes should be organized in
centrally located cities in connection with teacher -training
institutions to assist in creating a more favorable attitude
toward the mentally retarded child on the part of all school
1* White House Conference on Children in a Democracy,
Washington, D, C, January 18-20, 1940, Pinal Report
I & 392 pp.
2. Patry, P. L., "Mental Hygiene Principles of Teaching the
Handicapped Child," Educati on , LIX:617, (September, 1938-
June
, 1939)^
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personnel. A centrally located bureau of special education
with a capable and understanding staff to help teachers and
parents alike with problems concerning the mentally deficient
would be another excellent means of educating the public*
Visiting teachers, psychiatric social workers, mental clinics,
school board members, and special class teachers all can do
an important part in helping the general public to understand
special class children and their unique problems.
|
Increased emphasis on vocational training is needed in
many localities where the academic side of education still
seems to be stressed unduly* Courses are needed in industrial
arts, homemaking, and citizenship. Closer cooperation with
business and industry is needed so that the school may help
place these children when they leave school. Pouracre^
suggests an apprenticeship plan whereby the children during
the last two years of training work on actual jobs for a
half day. He feels that this would serve not only as an
excellent means of education but also as the forerunner of a
placement program. The remainder of the school day could
thus be devoted to further vocational training and academic
training commensurate with the child's mental ability and
the specific needs of his immediate part time job. Should
such a program be instituted, care must be taken to select
some competent individual to serve as a vocational coordinator
1. Pouracre, op. cit., pp. 110-111
•

so that children will be placed in part time jobs that can be
handled by mentally handicapped children. The requirements
i of the specific job must be known and also the abilities and
interests of the child* If placements are wisely made, and
business men can see the value in such an educational program,
much has been done to further special education. Such place-
ments also make the parents feel that special education is
worthwhile.
In summary, it can be said that the establishment of
better community-home and special class relationships is a
program of conscious and consistent public relations. Each
teacher of a class for mentally retarded children must be
sure that the parents of her class members understand their
children, realize their abilities and disabilities, and have
a good and full an understanding and resulting appreciation
for the work being done in the special class. The teacher
must also try to have her class members contribute to the
welfare of the school, the home and the community whenever
and wherever possible. Until such time as there is complete
understanding of special education and mentally retarded
children on the part of everyone, special education will be
looked upon with antagonism, suspicion, distaste, and in-
tolerance.
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CHAPTER III
PLAN OP THE STUDY AND ANALYSIS OF DATA
During the month of January 1949, a letter was sent to
the one hundred and nineteen cities and towns in Massachusetts
that have maintained special classes for the mentally re-
tarded in their school systems* This letter was addressed
to the superintendents of schools. It requested the coopera-
tion of the teachers of special classes in completing a
questionnaire relative to their teaching and classes. This
letter asked that the names and addresses of the teachers
who were willing to cooperate be sent. Of the one hundred
and nineteen cities and towns contacted, sixteen replied that
they no longer operated such classes. Many reasons were
given as to why these classes had been suspended. Some of
the reasons were lack of space, lack of adequately trained
teachers, or that the class had been temporarily closed.
One superintendent stated that his teachers were too busy at
this time to cooperate; one superintendent said his classes
were in the process of revision and he would rather not have
his teachers take part in the study at this time; and no
answers were received from twenty-sever superintendents. This
left a total of seventy-four cities and towns taking part in
this study. Of these seventy-four, answers were received
from sixty-two or 83.78^ of the seventy-four cities and towns
I
to whom the questionnaires were sent. A total of two hundred
and forty-one questionnaires were sent to the seventy-four
cities and towns. Of this number one hundred and thirty-six
completed questionnaires were returned or 56,43^ of the total
number sent. All these questionnaires were sent out during
the month of February, 1949. All replies were received
during February and March. A note was sent to the teachers
to whom questionnaires had been sent, explaining the purpose
of the study and what the writer was attempting to accomplish
It would have been better to have sent this note with the
questionnaire rather than after sending it«
i
Boston University Schocl of Eaiicatlon
Bo 3 1 oti| Mas saob'o3% 1 1 e
Special Sducatioa
Name of c i ty ( or tc?;n ) ^
^
ITame oi' scnooi?
Wamo of teacher:
1^ What are the hours of your speolai dlaas?
2o \Vhat are the school houra of the otVier claaaes in your building?
5c In what tyT>5 of build Lag is your class housedT
Reguiar ©lament ary schools
Junior high 3Choolj
High sehooli
^ ^ ,
Special boy^s center
5^ ^
Speci&i girl'e Orenten^
4.5 To what nuaoer is your olaas liznited?
Mini •ram number i Jj^axbaiir-. nuiBbor %
Xjargest nuaiber yoxi bar:e ov<?r had onrcvllod;^^
SriSiiest nur^iber you have evf>r h.s-d orirolled'^
5o To *7hat n-?Jaibf.:r do you fe.^l It should be liuiitsd to enable
ycu to SGCompllsh your alns and objectivaa effectively?^

6„ Hen arti puplla selected Toe apacial
Psychometric tast:
Administered by;
At wliat intervals;
Achievement test(s):
^
Administered by.^
At what intervals L
Ham© of teat (a)?
Medical test:
Administered by-^^
How often i
Dl aclpllne
;
Serious reading disability!
Other factors.*
^
7^, ^at course of study, if any, do you follow?
80 Do you have commlttens for curriculum revision?
9g If eoy state briefly If these aid special class:
74
10 o y/hat are your specific objectives for your class?
j« lo «e
3lie -'.liat types of manual training and handwork are offersa your
claae members?
12o Doea this class {In your opinl on) adequately provide for the
academic y social and vocational growth of your children?
Ye 3 _Wo Partially,
i4c What a^apervisora does your class have? Check or add if oialttddf
Art How often
Handv/riting J^^"^ often
Kature^^ How often
Athletic ^How often
^
Music Eoi7 often
_
Other Kcw often
Other ^^'^ often
i5c IVho ff^-ipervlaes your class?
Building Principal Elementary Supervieor
^
Special Glass Supervisor Other
16^ Does your spscial class enjoy all the advantsges of school
pi ay g, programs, as9GmtlieS;,iii0Vi06, athletic demons tr&tlonsj,fetCo ?
Yea No Somatime a ^Comments
17. Do they participate In such activities?
y©a ^Ic Sometimes ' Commenta
;• Does yC'Ur aohcol populatl'^r- "".-r-r- opon ycur special class
member^ aa 'Infei'lcra ' ? Yi^a jic Many do F t»v7 do

19o Do the teachers, in sc far as 5011 .iigent
-urjderataTidlng and appreciation of special classes and their
members?
Yea Ho ^Pew do ^Many do Comnients
20,, Do the parents of your ment-allj retarded children obj^ot to
placement of their children in special classes?
Yes No Often Rarely Aly;aya
21. If ey do, list the main rer.scna why or their specific objections
22« Does your school ays tain provide for pre-achool parental
training, for parents of children entering special classes?
a He C cinmen1 3
23*. If ye 3,how is this done;;
24o What agencies, if any, offer financial or other aid to this
type cf child in yoiir school?
2Bo IVhat assistance do they gi^e?
Boo Does your local teachers' association provide sjiy fund to
be used for special services for menbers of jyar classt
Yes No
r
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27., If yes, for whst specific services do they provlde^and how often?
28„ Does your class have e:ririlbits or visiting days for parents
and the general public during the school year?
Ye8 Ko Hagularly cas ionally
29o Do the parents of your ohildr-^n visit school? Often ^
For exhibits only ^.Occasionally Seldon
_
Never
When trouble arises only
,
30 o Do you have a PoToA^in your building? Yes _Ng_^
31o Do any of the parents of your special class children attend
the meetings of the P.ToA., ? Ye s Ho Seldom
Approximate percentage that do attend
32o Do the P ^ To Aomeetings attempt to help the parents of your
children as well as parents of the children in regular
classes to better understar^d the purpose of special class
education for the mentally retarded?
Yea No Never mentioned
33o Does the superint end f^nt of ycur schools, supervisor or other
member of your school system p-aV^lish or have taken rome by
the chlldren^any material explaining the program or aims of
special classes? (Tnis may or may not be included In inatructlv«s
or Illustrative material on yoir school system in general©
Please designate^ ) Yes Ko Periodically Oocasionally
Yearly 0 oimnf^nt s
^ ^
34o Are any other methods used or efforts mad© to acquaint the
public with and educate cr inform them as to the aims,procedures
»
necessity fjnd vrluo of £?.r:.<rc' r°' claeaes for the ment«?lly retarded?
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35o If your aiiiiw&r is y^s, please state briefly what theaa aro:
56o Do you, as a special clasa teacher,have contacts with the
parents of each child in your class?
Personal home visits j
School visits by the parents
;
Letters to parents?
^ ^
Through the school nurse:
^ ^
Through the report card only?
57ft Does your school system require that h<me visits be made to
the home of each child in your class by the special clasa
teacher? Yes Ito^^ ^How often
38., Are definite records made of such 7lsitst Yes No
39o Are such records systematically filed said kept^ Yes No ^
On file in class building office:
On file in special class supervisor *s office;
On file in superintendent's offices
On file in teacher's own records
40, What determines transfer or promotion of your class member?^
41a Under what conditions or for what reasons are pupils discharged
from ycur class?

after they leave scnool? Yes iJo
43o Doee your school system puraue a folic-
--hes© children
after they hav9 left school' No fiowJ
44o Can you furnish any statistics on any of your graduates
conccx-ning living conditlone,eniploymenty court rscords^marlbal
8tatu8»etCo?
45o Wliat specific qualifications ere required cf you as a special
class teacher in your achool system?^
46c Are your special class teachers paid at a higher rate for their
apeclalized training and work? Yea
^
47» What is the mirilicuia and maxlmuii salary as of January 1949 fori
Elementary spQclal class teachers
i^^^
Regular elementary teachers
s
Junior high special class teacherss
Regular junior high school teachers;
Any comments you wish to add relative to the special education
classes for the mentally retarded and to this study will be gr&atly
appreciatedo Thajik you for your cooperation and helpo

TABLE I
SCHOOL HOURS OP THE 136 SPECIAL
CLASSES STUDIED IN THIS SURVEY IN
RELATION TO THE REGULAR CLASSES
Same as Regular Different Center Total
79 41 16 136
li
Of the 136 special classes reporting, 79 classes or
5Q*09% had the same school hours as the regular grades; 41
or 30 .IS^ had different hours from those of the regular
grades; and 16 special classes or 11,76^ of the classes re-
porting were housed in a center. Of the 41 classes reporting
|
different hours, 14 stated that their hours were shorter than
I
those of the regular grades and two reported having longer
hours* The other twenty-five reporting different hours had
|j
the same number of hours of school daily although their time
i
schedule was different.
TABLE II
TYPES OF BUILDINGS IN WHICH THE 136
SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED ARE HOUSED
Elementary
Junior
High
High
School
Boys
'
Center
Boys' &
Girls*
Center
Elementary-
Junior Higl^
Hip:h Comb.
81 25 9 8 10 3
There were 81 or 59 .56^ of the special classes housed in
regular elementary schools; 25 or 18.58^ in junior high

schools; 9 or 6.62^ in high schools; 8 or 5 •88^ in boys'
centers; 10 or 7«35^ in special centers for both boys and
girls; and 3 in a single building which combined elementary,
jtinior high, high school and special classes or 2.21%,
c
TABLE III
THE LARGEST ENROLLMENT THE 136
SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS IN THIS
STUDY HAVE HAD IN THEIR CLASSES
Largest Enrollment f
36-37 3
34-35 3
32-33 2
30-31 1
28-29 1
26-27 5
24-25 9
22-23 15
20-21 16
18-19 36
16-17 18
14-15 13
12-13 4
10-11 2
No Answer 8
Number 136
Mean 24
Median 19.1
Mode 16-19
The respondents listed a range of 11 to 37 for the
largest enrollments in their special classes. The niimber
most often quoted was 18. This number was given a total
rI
27 times or 21.01^ of the entire number of enrollments given.
The high numbers for enrollment given here are due to the
large number of Junior high classies and classes in depart-
mental work where the teacher does not work at one time with
the large numbers quoted here*
r(
TABLE IV
THE SMALLEST ENROLLMENT THE 136
SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS IN THIS
STUDY HAVE HAD IN THEIR CLASSES
oniclX S 1/ lULU^ KJd. XIQwIl V f>X
18 3
17 4
16 5
15 6
14 6
13 6
12 21
11 6
10 21
9 15
8 16
7 4
6 7
5 5
4 1
No Answer 12
Number 136
Mean 11
Median 10.76
Modes 10-12
The range of smallest enrollments reported was 4-18 with
124 answering. As in the preceding table the number of
rr
junior high classes and classes in departmental work accounts
for the high enrollments cited here*
cc
TABLE V
THE NTJMEER OF PUPILS C0NSID551ED AN
EFFECTIVE LIMIT BY THE 136 SPECIAL
CLASS TEACHERS COOPERATING IN THE STUDY
Effective Limit f
25 3
24 0
25 0
22 0
21 0
20 4
19 1
18 12
17 4
16 6
15 42
14
IS A.
12 31
11 0
10 8
No Answer 11
Number 136
Mean 17.5
Median 15.23
Mode 15
cC
The reason for the large numbers here as in the two
preceding tables is due to departmental classes • The teachers
would not be working with such large numbers in special class
if this were not true*
<
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Of the total rwjmber of 114 respondents, 81 stated that
the psychometric examination was administered through the
state clinic at varying intervals. The school Psychologist
was the next administrator most often cited. She was cited
in 12 of the total number of cases. The Director of Guidance
was given as the person to administer psychometric examina-
tions in 8 of the cases*
In Table VII fifty-nine or 43.585^ did not answer the
question and it is left undecided as to whether such examina-
tions are given at specific intervals*
f
TABLE VIII
PERSONNEL ADMINISTERING MEDICAL EXAMINATIONS IN
136 SPECIAL CLASSES AND INTERVAL WHEN SUCH
EXAMINATIONS ARE AVAILABLE
By Whom
Administered
Every
Yearly 2 Twice On Not
Years Yearly Call Spec
Total
State Clinic
School Physician
Children's or
ss. Gen. Hosp.
3
38
8
3
7
4
12
No Ansv/er
30
50
1
55
Total 41 11 5 11 13 136
Of the 136 teachers reporting, 55 or 40.44/^ did not
answer this question. It would seem from the information
contained in the above table that most of the physical exam-
inations are limited to the routine yearly school examination.
Only thirty or 38.96^ of the total 77 respondents stated
examinations were given by the state clinic in contrast to
50 or 64.94/^ reporting that the medical examination was given
by the school physician*
rJ.
c
TABLE IX
OTHER CRITERIA FOR REFERRAL WITHIN
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES IN THIS STUDY
Criteria for Referral f %
Serious Reading Disability 59 54.62
Discipline 25 23.14
Health Cases 4 3.70
Arithmetic Disability 5 2.78
Speech or Motor Defects 3 2.78
Social Unad justment 2 1.85
Non-English Speaking Pupils 2 1.85
Long Absences in Grades 2 1.85
Consent of Parents 2 1.85
Lack of Basic Foundations 1 • 93
Achievement Age Not Up To M.A» 1 •93
Emotionally Unstable 1 • 93
personality DifficTilties 1 •93
Coaching Need 1 •93
Principal's Recommendation 1 • 93
No Answer 28
Total 136 100.00
Many cited other criteria for placement or referral in
special class besides mental retardation. Serious reading
disability was most frequently mentioned. It was given as a
criterion in 59 or in 54. 62^^ of the total 108 criteria listed.
r
Discipline was given as a reason in 25 or 23.14^ of the 108
reasons cited. Reading disability and discipline were the two
most often mentioned criteria. Together they make up 85 or
77.76^ of the criteria for referral outside of mental retarda-
tion. A glance at the above table will show the other reasons
given. They affect a relatively few of the classes.
r
11
i
: i!
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TABLE X
THE COURSES OF STUDY USED E£ THE 136
SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS IN THIS STUDY
!
1'
Course of Study Followed f %
Local Regular Goiwse Tailored to Class 35 29.17
Teacher's Adaptation of Regular Course
to Fit Individual Needs 21 17.50
Elementary Course of Study 14 11.67
Local SiDecial Class Course ComDiled
By Local Special Class Teachers 8 6.67
Working on Special Glass Course 6 5.00
fhi T»T» i c^i luiTi Guide 6 5.00
The Boston Wav 4 3.33 '
Deot • Educ. Manual of
Special Classes, 1927 3 2.50
Bulletin 1933, No. 7, U.S. Office
of Education 2 1.67
Own School Course for Ovm Work 1 .83
Junior High School Go\irse Adapted
to Level of Class 1 .83
No Course of Study Followed 19 15.83
No Answer 16
i 136 100.00
Of the 136 cooperating in this study. 120 answered this
|
question or 88.24^. Of this number 19 or 15.83^ stated that
no set course was used. Only 12.50^ stated that they had in
use or were in the process of compiling a special class course jl
for their own use. The writer feels that this information
94
r
supports the belief she had prior to making this study that
there is great need of a well coordinated program of special
education within each system and throughout the state,
TABLE XI
THE NUMBER OP COMMITTEES FOR CURRICULUM
REVISION IN THE 136 CLASSES STUDIED
Committees f %
Yes 73 59.35
No 50 40.65
No Answer 13
Total 136 100.00
Of the 123 respondents, 59.35^ stated they had committees
for curriculum revision while 40.65^ stated that they did not
have such ccMimittees.
TABLE XII
THE NUMBER OP COMMITTEES FOR CURRICULUM
REVISION THAT AID SPECIAL CLASSES
Answer f
Yes 38 56.72
No 29 43.28
No Answer 69
Total 100.00
Of the 73 who stated they had committees in the preceding
table (XI), only 38 or 52.05^ stated that such committees
aided special class; 29 or 39.73^ stated that they did not
and six did not answer either way»
t
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TABLE XIII :
AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OP THE TEACHERS OP
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES IN THIS STUDY 1
• Aims and Objectives f %
Education in Keeping With the Capacities,
1
Limitations and Interests of the Children 55 42.97
Good Citizenship 43 33.59
Adjustment to Life Morally, Socially,
Vocationally 23 17.97
Proper Attitude Toward Others 21 16.41
Bring Up To Grade 19 14.84
1
Character Education 13 10.16
Desirable Habits of Health and Cleanliness 9 7.03 i
Improve Work Habits and Attitudes 8 6.25
1
Wholesome, Happy, Well-Ad justed Individuals 8 6.25
Good Mental and Physical Habits 8 6.25
Social Adjustment 7 5.47
Self Sufficiency 6 4.69
1 Wise Use of Leisure Time 5 3.91
Widen and Enrich Experience 5 3.91
j
4, 3.12
Pleasing Personality Traits 4 3.12
Improvement in Reading S 2.34
Improve Thinking 3 2.34
1
Develop Attitudes and Skills to Adjust to Job 2 1.48
Read at Highest Possible Level 2 1.48
Normal Behavior 2 1.48
Ability to Follow Directions 2 1.48
Teach Parents to Cope With Subnormal Child 1 .78
II
i:
c
TABLE XIII (Cont.)
Aims and Objectives f %
Improve Motor Coordination and Speech 1 .78
Train Hand Muscles 1 .78
The preceding table reveals the great differences in aims
I
and objectives of those teaching special class. Almost all,
however, stress character, citizenship, social adjustment and
the ability to become self supporting. Nineteen of the 128
reporting or just 14.84^ stressed bringing pupils up to grade,
which hardly seems to be the purpose of special class education

TABLE XIV
TYPES OP HANDWORK OFFERED IN
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Handwork
Manual Training or Woodwork 117 87.31
Sewing 55 41.04
Handcrafts --Varied 35 26. IS
Mat or Rug Weaving 26 19.40
Cooking 16 11.94
Printing 12 8.96
Metal Work 6 4.48
Leatner Crari; o A A.Q.
CardDoard construcuion fto A AQ
woou oarving or onip oarving * • *o
Basketry 5 •K neto .73
Chair Caning eO «5 • r o
(rlasa Paint ins 3 2.24
Reed and Raffia Crafts 3 2.24
Ceramics 3 2.24
ruppe^ MaKxng «
Home-Management 3 2.24
Mechanical Drawing 2 1.49
Use of Tools 2 1.49
Elementary Electrical Home Repair 1 .75
Brush Making 1 .75
Younger Group--No Formal Handwork 5 3.66
No Handwork 14 10.45
No Answer 2
c4
Of the total number, 14 or 10 •45^ stated they had no
handwork. In 5 cases of 3 •73^ of the 134 who answered this
question, it was stated that the group was too young. In 115
or 85,82^ of the classes handwork was offered. Varied hand-
crafts includes such crafts as modeling, beadwork, wood
burning, felt and plastic crafts.
f
.00
TABLE XV
NUMBER OP THE 136 SPECIAL
CLASSES THAT PROVIDE FOR ACADEMIC,
SOCIAL, AND VOCATIONAL GROWTH
Answer f
Yea 52 40.00
No 6 4.62
Partially 72 55.38
No Answer 6
Total 136 100.00
Of the 130 respondents, 52 or 40J^ stated that they felt
their classes did provide adquately for the academic, social,
and vocational growth of their pupils. Only 6 or 4.62^ did
not feel that their classes did provide for such growth; while
72 or 55.385^ felt their classes were only partially adequate
for such growth. Six did not answer this question. Of the
72 who felt that their classes failed to provide adequately
for their pupils, most of them stated that academically their
classes did provide adequately but not for social and voca-
tional growth. Part of the reason for this may have been the
fact that so large a number of the classes cooperating in this
study were for the younger groups were stress would not be
placed on vocational training.
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Of the 128 who answered, 96 or 75% stated their classes
had athletic supervisors; 78 or 60.93^ had music supervisors
28 or 21 .88^ had handwriting supervisors; while the other
' supervisors mentioned only benefited in from one to eight
classes of the whole number*
(<
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TABLE XVII
EDUCATIONAL SUPERVISORS IN CHARGE
OF THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Supe rvisors
Building Prin. and Spec. CI. Supervisor 36 26.47
Special Class Supervisor Only 17 12.50
Building Princ. and Ele. Supervisor 9 6.61
Rulldlnff Prin.. Ele. Sucervisor. Sn. CI. Suner. 7 5.14
Building Prin. and Superintendent 7 5.14
Elementary Supervisor Only 6 4.41
Building Prin., Sp. CI. Super., Supt. 4 2.94
Superintendent Only 4 2.94
Supt. (once a sp. cl . teacher) 2 1.47
Building Prin., Ele. Super., Sp. Cl. Teacher .74
Director of Guidance .74
Educational Consultant .74
Department Director .74
Special Center Principal .74
Building Prin. and Ed. Consultant .74
No One 2 1.47
Total 136 100.00
All 136 teachers answered this question. Of the total
number, 36 or 26.47^ stated that only the building principal
or both the principal and special class aipervisor did the
supervising in their classes. Since many of these classes are
(
housed in elementary buildings, it wmld seem that their
supervision is left to the building principal in 36 cases.
Only 17 or 12.50^ are supervised by the special class super-
visor alone. A glance at the table shows the other programs
of supervision offered.
L04
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TABLE XVIII
NUMBER OP THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES
THAT ENJOY ALL-SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Answer r «
Yes 104 77.04
Sometimes 18 13.33
Very Rarely 1 •74
No 12 8.89
No Answer 1
Total 136 100.00
All the teachers except one answered this question. Of
the total number, 104 or 77.04^ stated that their classes
enjoyed all the advantages of school programs, assemblies,
and other activities. Only 18 or 13.33^ stated that their
classes were extended these privileges sometimes, while one
stated that her class rarely enjoyed such programs. Only 12
or 8.89^ do not enjoy all-school activities. It would seem
from these figures that in most cases or In well over three-
fourths of the total number of classes, special class children
do enjoy all-school activities.

106
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TABLE XIX
NUMBER OP TEE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES THAT
PARTICIPATE IN ALL-SCEOOL ACTIVITIES
Answer f %
Yes 69 51.88
Sometimes 41 30.83
No 23 17.29
No Answer 3
Total 136 100.00
Of the 133 respondents, 69 or 51.88^ stated that their
classes did participate; 41 or 30.83^ stated their classes
participated at times; while only 23 or 17.29^ of the classes
did not participate.
r/
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TABLE XX
ATTITUDE OF THE SCHOOL POPULATION TOWARD THE
MEMBERS OP THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f %
Yes 19 14.18
Many Do 36 26.87
Few Do 48 35.82
No 31 23.15
No Answer 2
Total 136 100.00
Of the 134 answering this question, 19 or 14.18^ stated
that the school population did look upon special class members
as ''inferiors" ; 36 or 26.87^ stated that many do; 48 or
35.82^ stated that a few do; and 31 or 23.13^ stated that the
school population does not look upon special class members as
"inferiors". In other words, 23.13^ of the school population
within the school population included in this study do not
look down upon special class members, while 76,87% to a
greater or lesser degree do look upon such children as "in-
feriors" •
I

TABLE XXI
THE NUMBER OP REGULAR CLASSROOM
TEACHERS WHO UNDERSTAND AND APPRECIATE
SPECIAL CLASSES AND THEIR MEMBERS
auswcz^ p
X6S oo
Many Do 24 18.32
Pew Do 33 25.19
No 9 6.87
No Answer 5
Total 136 100 .00
Of the 131 respondents, 65 or 4:9,62% stated that regular
classroom teachers, in so far as they knev/, do understand and
appreciate special classes and their members j 24 or 18.32^
stated that many do; 33 or 25.19^ stated that a few do. This
makes a total of 122 or 93.13^ who to a greater or lesser de-
gree understand and appreciate special classes and their mem-
bers in contrast to only 9 or 6*67% who do not.
fO A
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TABLE XXII
NUMBER OF PARENTS OF THE CHILDREN IN
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED WHO
OBJECT TO PLACEIvIENT IN SPECIAL CLASS
Answer f %
Often 47 36.72
Rarely 81 63.28
No Answer 8
Total 136 100.00
Of the 128 respondents, 47 or 36.72^ stated that parents
often object to placement in special class while 81 stated
that parents rarely object to such placement. Almost two-
thirds or 65,26% of the parents do not object to such place-
ment •
r
TABLE XXIII
SPECIFIC OBJECTIONS OP PARENTS TO PLACEMENT
IN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Specific Objections f
IIQ
Misunderstand Purpose of Class
Stigma Attached to Class
Labels Child as Stupid to Others
Feel it is a Disciplinary Class
Bad Associations in Special Class
Segregation Prom Others
Called "Dumb" Class
Won't Be Allowed Back in Grades
Don*t Believe Child is BaclCT.'ard
Comments of Neighbors and Relatives
Remain Too Long in One Room
Can Leave School Earlier in Grades
One or More Members of Family Already
in Special--Feel Discriminated Against
No Answer
49
42
33
32
30
26
18
8
8
i
2
2
2
63
67.12
57.53
45.21
43.84
41.10
36.62
24.66
10.96
10.96
5«48
2.74
2.74
2.74
Only 73 of the 107 who stated that parents object to
placement in special class gave any specific objections m,ade
or 68.225^. The most frequent objection made by parents was
the fact that a stigma was attached to special class. This
objection appeared in 57.53^ of the 73 classes responding.
Misunderstanding of the purpose of the class headed the list
r, r r
of objections. It appeared 49 times or in 67.12/2 of the re-
sponses. Specific objections included under misunderstanding
were as follows: special class is a dead end alley, a waste
of time, a rocan for disciplinary cases, and a place for un-
desirables.
TABLE XXIV
THE NUMBER CF CLASSES OP THE 136 SPECIAL
CLASSES STUDIED THAT HAVE A PRE-PLACEMENT
PARENTAL TRAINING PROCS^AM
Answer f %
Yes 13 9.85
No 119 90.15
No Answer 4
Total 136 100.00
Of the 132 who responded,
training was offered while 119
program. Four did not respond
15 or 9.85^ stated that such
or 90*15^ do not have such a
Vi
TABLE XXV
THE SPECIFIC PR0C3RAM OF PRE-PLACEBJENT PARENTAL TRAINING
OFFERED IN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES HAVING SUCH A PROGRAM
Specific Training f
112
3
1
Director of Guidance Talks with Parents
Letter Sent to Parents Re c caninending
Special Class But No Real Meaning of
Such Placement Given Except Invitation
to Visit Special Class
Visit of School Nurse, Principal, Special Teacher
Parents Visit Pre-School Special
Class Under State Teacher Weekly
Elementary Supervisor Tells Parents of
Impending Placement and Advises Talk
with Special Class Supervisor and Visit
to Special Class
Home Visit By Social Worker
Before Placement is Made
Pre-School Testing Program
Counseling With Parents
No Answer
Total
1
1
1
123
136
Thirteen teachers stated in Table XXIV that there was a
program of pre-placement parental training. In the above
table the specific training offered in these thirteen cases
are given. Only 13 or 9.55^ of the total number of classes
studied have such a program. This would seem to be a very
grave lack on the part of school administrators.
'f
TABLE XXVI
AGENCIES THAT OFFER AID TO THE
136 SPECIAL CLASSES IN THIS STUDY
Agencie s I Jo
Red Cross 9 23.08
1 X r •
Social Welfare 6 15.38
Dental Clinic 5 12.82
Child Guidance Clinic 5 12.82
Boys ' Club 4 10.26
Art Museum 4 10.26
City Hospital 4 10.26
Elks* Club 3 7.69
Family Service 3 7.69
J\inior Red Cross 3 7.69
Italian-American Toilers* Club 2 5.13
P»T«A. of the School 2 5-13
School Welfare Fiind 2
Shriners 2 5.13
St. Vincent De Paul Society 2 5.13
Salvation Army 1 2.56
Y.M.C.A. 1 2.56
Womans* Club 1 2.56
Mothers* Aid Society 1 2.56
Lions* Club 1 2.56
Kings* Daughters of Universalist Church 1 2.56
None 74
No Answer 23
1 J ,
',•»
Of the total 136 teachers only 113 or 83.09^ answered
this question. Of this niinber 74 or 64.49^ stated that no
agencies offered aid to special classes; 39 or 34.51^ named
the agencies that offered aid. The table shows the percenta
of the 39 classes served by each agency.

TABLE XXVII
SPECIFIC ASSISTANCE GIVEN TO THE SPECIAL GLASSES BY THE ACENCIE5
Type ojf"Assistance Frequency
Glasses
Clothing-Glasses-Bental Care
Dental-Free Classes at Museiam and Boys' Club
Milk Money
Transportation to Clinics or Hospitals
Shoes
Clothing
Dentistry
Lunches and Clothing
Clothing-Glasses-Pree Milk
Glasses-Dental Care -Tonsillectomies
Glasses-Hearing Aids-Milk-Hot Lunches -Clothing
Educational Trips-Band Instruments-Summer Camps
Free Lunches
Free Scholarships at Y.M.C.A*
Financial Aid from Welfare
Clothing and Games
Medical-Pinanci al-Social
Trip to Circus
Bus Tickets-Lunch Tickets -Clothing
Rubbers -Shoes-Glasses
Dental Care-Pood-Clothing
Duplicat or-Paper Cutter-Radio-#25 Cash
None
No Answer
6
4
4
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
29
64
136
rr
r
r.
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TABLE lOCVIll
LOCAL TEACHERS* ASSOCIATIONS TEAT
PROVIDE A FUND FOR THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f %
Yes 6 4.62
No 124 95»38
No Answer 6
Total 136 100.00
Of the 130 respondents, 6 or 4.62^ stated that the local
teachers' association did provide such a fund while 124 or
96.38^ stated that no such provisions were made for special
class.
TABLE XXIX
SPECIFIC SERVICES PROVIDED BY THE LOCAL
TEACHERS* ASSOCIATIONS TO THE SPECIAL CLASSES
Services f %
Milk Fund 3 50.00
Socials and Camps 1 16.67
Glasses -Tonsils 1 16.67
Shoes-Glasses 1 16.66
No Answer 130
Total 136 100 .00
Only the six who stated that their local teachers* assoc-
iations did provide a fund for special class members could
1r
(
answer this question. The specific services provided in these
six cases are given in the preceding table*
TABLE XXX
THE CLASSES OF THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
THAT HAVE EXHIBITS OR VISITING DAYS
Answer f
Yes 48 36.64
Regularly 19 14.50
Occasionally 46 35.11
Education Week Only 4 3.05
No 14 10.68
No Answer 5
Total 136 100.00
Of the 131 responding, 48 or 36.64^ said they had such
special days; 19 or 14.50^ said they had such days regularly
throughoijit the school year; 46 or 35*11^ had such days oc-
casionally; only 4 or 3.05^ have visiting days or exhibits
during American Education Week only. Those who stated they
had no such special days totalled 14 or 10.68^. Altogether
89.315^ provide for some visitation during the school year.

TABLE XXXI
NUMBER OF PARENTS THAT VISIT THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f
Often 12 8.96
For Exhibits Only 3 2.24
Occasionally 70 52.24
Seldom 35 26.11
Never 2 1.49
When Trouble Arises Only 12 8.96
No Answer 2
Total 136 100.00
Of 154 responding, 12 or 8.96^ answered yes; 3 or 2.24J^
stated that parents visited for exhibits only; 70 or 52.24^
stated that parents visit occasionally; 35 or 26.11^ stated
that parents seldom visit; 2 or 1.49^ stated that parents
never visit school; while 12 or 8.96^ stated that parents
visited school only when trouble arose.
{r r • , r -.
(j7
c.
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TABLE XXXII
THE NUMBER OF CLASSES OP THE 136 SPECIAL
CLASSES STUDIED THAT HAVE A P.T.A.
Answer f %
Yes 75 55,97
No 59 44.03
No Answer 2
Total 136 lOO.OO
Of the total of 134 answering, 75 or 55.975^ stated that
they have a P.T.A. in their buildings while 59 or 44,035^
stated that they do not have a P.T.A.
TABLE XXXIII
THE NUMBER OP PAE^NTS OP THE MEMBERS OF THE 136
SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED THAT ATTEND P.T.A.
Answer f %
Yes 35 49.30
Seldom 22 30.99
No 14 19.72
No Answer 65
Total 136 100.00
m Of 71 who answered, 35 or 49.30^ answered yes; 22 or
30.99^ stated that parents seldom attend P.T.A. This makes a
total of 80.28^ who attend to some extent while only 14 or
19*72% stated that parents do not attend at all.
r
TABLE XXXIV
APPROXIMATE PERCENTAGE OF PARENTS THAT ATTEND P.T.A.
Percentage f
90-100 0
80-89 3
70-79 1
60-69 1
50-59 5
40-49 1
30-39 1
20-29 9
10-19 7
0-9 13
None 2
No Answer 93
Total 136
Median 19*3
Mode Interval 0-9
The approximate percentage of parents of the members
the special classes studied ranged from 0 to 89^ with a
median of 19*Z%»

Il
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TABLE XXXV
THE NUMBER OF P.T.A. 'S THAT HELP TO FOSTER
A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OP SPECIAL EDUCATION
IN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES SIUDIED
Answer f %
Yes 17 24.29
At Times 2 2.86
Never Mentioned 56 51.43
No 16 21.43
No Answer 66
Total 136 100 .00
Of the 70 responding, 17 or 24.29^ stated that the P.T.A.
,
does attempt to foster better understanding of special educa- i
tion; 2 stated that the P.T.A. does occasionally; while 36 I
stated that special education is never mentioned at such
'
meetings and 15 stated the P.T. did not attempt to foster
better relationships. This makes a total of 19 or 27. 15/^ of i
the P.T.A. meetings that do attempt to foster better under-
standing of special education in contrast to 51 or 72.85^ who
'
do not.
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TABLE XXXVI
THE NUMBER OF SUPERINTENDENTS OR OTHER SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATORS WITHIN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES
STUDIED WHO TRY FOR BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF SPECIAL
EDUCATION
Answer f %
Yes 7 5.65
Periodically 2 1.61
Yearly 13 10.48
Occasionally 13 10.48
No 89 71.78
No Answer 12
Total 136 100.00
Of the 124 respondents, 7 or 5 •65% replied that the
superintendent or some other school adminstrator did try for
better iinderstanding of special education; 2 or 1.61^ stated
that such effort was made periodically; 13 or 10*48% stated
that such effort was made yearly while the same number stated
that only occasional effort was made in this direction, A
total of 89 or 71.78^ stated that no effort was made for
better understanding as far as the school administrators were
concerned. This makes a total of only 35 or 28.23^ who
stated that some effort was made to further special education.
c
TABLE XXXVII
OTHER EFFORTS MADE TO ACQUAINT THE
PUBLIC V/ITH SPECIAL EDUCATION WITEIN
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f %
Yes 46 36.94
No 82 64.06
No Answer 8
Total 136 100.00
Of 128 respondents, 46 or 35.94^ stated that other
efforts were made to acquaint the public with the program of
special education while 82 or 64.06^ stated that no Other
efforts were made.
c
TABLE XXXVIII
SPECIFIC METHODS USED TO ACQUAINT THE PUBLIC WITH
SPECIAL EDUCATION WITHIN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
lg4
Specific Methods
Occasional Newspaper Articles
Radio School Broadcasts
Yearly School Report
11
9
5
Educational Consultant Talks on ''Conditioning Parents" 3
Lectures
Talks By Visiting Teacher
Frequent Parent Conferences
Sale of Class Projects
Public Relations Work
Exhibit Articles Made By Special Class Members
Groups Invited to Visit Special Class
Pull Scale Graduation and Exhibits
Special Class Supervisor in Talks to P^T.A.
Conferences at Child Guidance Clinic
Church Societies Talk on Special Class Aims
and Accomplishments
Speakers at Kiwanis, Lions, Exchange Clubs
Teacher-Parent Discussions
No Answer
Total
3
2
2
2
90
136
Of the 46 who stated that other methods of acquainting
the public were used, occasional newspaper articles appears to
be the most popular method used with radio school broadcasts
next in popularity, followed by the yearly school report^

TABLE XXXIX
THE SPECIAL CLASS TEADHERS OP THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
WHO HAVE CONTACTS WITH THE PARENTS OP THEIR CLASS MEMBERS
Contacts f %
School Visits By Parents 101 77.10
Through School Nurse 91 69»47
Letters to Parents 85 64.89
Personal Home Visits 52 39.69
Through Report Card Only 5 3.82
Only When Problems Arise 1 .76
No 2 1.52
No Answer 5
Although as one can readily see in the next table, only
18 teachers stated that their school systems require home
visits, 52 teachers stated that they make such visits. School
visits by parents constitute the greatest number of home-
school contacts within the classes studied. The school nurse
accounts for 91 or 69.475^ of the contacts made with letters
to parents accoTinting for 85 or 64.89^ of the contacts.
4
TABLE XL
THE NUMBER OP SCHOOL SYSTEMS INCLUDED IN THE
136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED THAT REQUIRE
PERSONAL HOME VISITS BY THE SPECIAL CLASS TEACHERS
Visits Interval f %
Yes Annually 10 55.56
Bl -Annually 5 16.67
Not Specified 5 27.77
No 115
No Answer 3
Total 136 100.00
Of the 133 respondents, 18 or 13.53^ stated they were
required to make personal hcxne visits while 115 or 86.47^
of the total number stated that their school systems did not
require that such visits he made. Of the 18 who stated that
they were required to make home visits, 10 or 55.565^ stated
that they had to make such visits annually; 3 or 16.67/^ have
to make such visits hi-annually; 5 or 27.77^ do not have any
specified time or number of times when such visits must be
made although they are required to make them*
c
TABLE XLI
THE NUMBER CP TEACHERS OP THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
YmO KEEP DEFINITE RECORDS OF PERSONAL HOME VISITS
Answer f *
Yes official 15 57.69
unofficial 11 42.31
No 2
No Answer 108
Total 1S6 100.00
Of the 26 keeping records of personal home visits, 15 or
57.695^ are records of visits that are required by the school
system or official records while 11 or 42.31^ are records
kept unofficially by teachers who make home visits although
not required to. Twenty-eight stated that they were required
to make such visits in the preceding table. Of the twenty-
eight only 2 or 7.14^ do not keep records of such visits.
4
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TABLE XLII
THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS OF THE 136 SPECIAL GLASSES STUDIED
WHO SYSTEMATICALLY FILE RECORDS OF PERSONAL HOME VISITS
Answer
Yes official 16 57.69
unofficial 8 30,77
No official 0
unofficial 3 11.54
No Answer 110
Total 136 100.00
Of 26 responding to this question, 15 or 57.69^ stated
that they kept records of visits made officially; 8 or 30.77^
of those keeping records were kept by teachers who did have
to make home visits but made them unofficially; and 3 or
11.545^ of those teachers who were not required to make home
visits but did make them unofficially did not keep records of
such visits.
4
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TABLE XLIII
THE REASONS FOR TRANSFER OR PROMOTION
WITHIN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f
AcmC V cuicii i> i\j
pVinrtn rtl r» o 1 Acta TXX • y~ \J
XO
i.O XV/ • %V
Ahilitv to Work uc to C. A* 3 2-40
P 40
o o 4n
i^C^OIlUS V^Ii Xl>UXVXUUaX VlXXXU o& X • r o
Good Manual Ability 2 1.78
Remedial Members Back to Grades 1 .80
Length of Membership in Group 1 .80
Ability to Read up to C. A* 1 .80
Age 12 and Ability to do Grade Work 1 .80
Discipline 1 .80
No Answer 11
Progress, achievement and chronological age are the most
often cited criteria for transfer or promotion.
rr
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TABLE XLIV
THE REASONS FOR DISCHARGE WITHIN THE
136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
ISO
Answer f %
Work Permits 68 57.63
Age 16 67 56,78
Promotion 39 33.05
Inability to Benefit Further 15 12.71
Serious Misdemeanor 4 3.39
Committment to State Institution 2 1.69
Extrem-e Anti-Social Behavior 1 • 85
Ability to do Grade 7 and 8 Work 1 .85
No Answer 18
Work pennits and a chronological age of 16 account for
the majority of discharges from special classes. Promotion
either to grades or to vocational school account for many
discharges within the schools studied.
r
TABLE XLV
THE NUMBER OP THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES
STUDIED THAT HAVE THE BENEFIT OF A SCHOOL
PLACEMENT BUREAU OR TEACHER
Answer
Yes
No
No Answer
Total
14 11»02
113 88.98
9
136 100.00
L31
Of 127 respondents, only 14 or 11.02^ stated that they
had the benefit of a school placement bureau or teacher. Of
the total number 113 or 88.98^ stated that they did not have
the benefit of such a program. Nine did not answer.

TABLE XLVI
THE NUMBER OF THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES
STUDIED THAT HAVE THE BENEFIT
OP A FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM
Answer
Yes
No
No Answer
Total 136
9 7.20
116 92.80
11
100.00
L32
Of the 125 repondents, only 9 or 7.20^ stated that their
school systems pursued a follow-up program while 116 or
92.80^ stated that no such program was included in the pro-
gram of special education. This shows a great lack in a pro-
gram that is of such important value in special education.
I
TABLE XLVII
SPECIFIC METHODS USED IN THE FOLLOW-UP PROGRAM
IN THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer f
Small town--EveryoRe known—Teacher checks 1
Personal Letter to Former Student 1
Teacher Finds Work--Contacts Employer 1
Placement Teacher Places Children 1
Supervisor of Special Classes Makes Home
Visits for 3 Years—Public Health Nurse
Follows Up 1
No Answer 131
Total 136
Of the nine who stated in Table XLVI that their school
systems pursued a follow-up program, only five gave the
specific methods used. A glance at the table above will show
the methods used# Of the five methods dted, the last three
seem to be of an effective nature in so far as any real aid
and assistance to the special class children is concerned*
r
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TABLE XLVIII
9
THE NUMBER OF TEACHERS OP THE 136
SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED WHO CAN
FURNISH STATISTICS ON THEIR GRADUATES
Ansv/er f
Yes 51 51.00
Mo 49 49,00
No Answer 36
Total 136 100.00
Of the 100 respondents, 51 or 51^ of the teachers stated
that they were v;ell enough aware and in close enough contact
with their former pupils to furnish statistics as to their
social and economic status. Forty-nine or 49^ stated that
they could not give such information. This is a better per-
centage than would be expected since so few schools seem to
concern themselves with special class children once they leave
school.
r
TABLE XLIX
SPECIFIC QUALIFICATIONS REQUIRED CP THE
TEACHERS OF THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Specific Qualifications f
State Certification Only- 72 61.54
State Certification and 2 Years Experience 7 5.99
None 7 5.99
Patience and Understanding 4 3.43
Same as Regular Teacher and Unlimited Patience 3 2.57
T«lTrrieT»lenee and Stjeftial Trainincr In Remedial Work* 3 2.57
B.S. Ed. Degree 5 2.57
Able to Work With and Understand Subnormal 2 1.71
State Certification or Previous Experience 2 1.71
Special Class Courses; Understand Slow Learner 2 1.71
Elementary Exam and Special Class Methods Exam 2 1.71
Teacher Training Certificate; Experience With
Children* s Problems 1 .85
Knowledge of Crafts; Ability to Handle Difficult
Children 1 .85
Experience and 12 Credit Hours 1 .85
Experience and Diploma from State Teachers Collegel .85
State Certificate or Temporary Permit 1 .85
Certification; Courses in Woodwork, Manual
Training; Knowledge of Intelligence Tests 1 .85
Personality 1 • 85
Ability to Teach Reading, Arts, Crafts 1 .85
Cert. City Exam; 3 Years Experience Teaching 1 •85
Experience in Regular Grades 1 .85
No Answer 19
Total 136 100.00
ic
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Of the 117 respondents, 72 or 61 #54^ stated that state
certification was the main requirement* A glance at the pre<
ceding table will show the other qualifications required of
special class teachers.
TABLE L
THE NIBCEER OP TEACHERS WHO ARE PAID AT A
HIGHER RATE THAN REGULAR TEACHERS WITHIN
THE 136 SPECIAL CLASSES STUDIED
Answer
Yes 59 43.70
No 76 56*30
No Answer 1
Total 136 100.00
Of the 135 respondents, 59 or 43.70^ stated that they
were paid at a higher rate than regular classroom teachers
while 76 or 56.30^ stated that there was no difference in the
salaries paid to regular and spe clal class teachers. The
main reason for this as evidenced by the returns Is the fact
that so many systems have established the single salary scale
throughout the schools.

CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
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CHAPTER IV
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this study was to examine the special
classes of Massachusetts in a survey in an attempt to dis-
cover whether any standard methods of selection and education
for the mentally retarded children prevailed* The writer
attempted to reveal what methods or criteria are used for
referral and placement in the 136 special classes studied and
to discover what improvements might be made to further the
purpose of special education in Massachusetts. It also
attempted to reveal what the general attitude is toward spe-
cial classes and tiieir members in so far as regular classroom
teachers, school administrators, parents, and whole school
population was concerned.
A questionnaire was sent to the 119 cities and towns in
Massachusetts maintaining classes for the mentally retarded.
Of these 119 cooperation was accorded the writer from 74
cities and towns. Completed questionnaires were received
from sixty-one cities and towns. Of the two hundred and
forty-one questionnaires sent, one hundred and thirty-six
were returned to the writer. This makes a total of sixty-one
of the seventy-four cities and towns or 85.78^ and one hun-
dred and thirty-six of the two hundred and forty-one or
56.43^ of the total number sent«
I
With reference to the validity of this study, one may
raise the question as to whether the sura total of schools
answering the questionnaire is representative of all the pub-
lic school special classes in Massachusetts, The fact that
the figures reported are based on one hundred and thirty-six
classes and that the returns come from all sections of the
state as well as from communities of varying sizes indicate
an adequate, representative sampling.
The first chapter outlined the purpose of this study and
the second chapter was concerned with the related research.
The third chapter presented the compilation of answers to the
questionnaire. This chapter will summarize the results and
list the findings and such conclusions as seem fair and per-
tinent .
The purpose of this study was to examine the special
classes of Massachusetts in an attempt to discover whether
any standard methods of selection and education for the men-
tally retarded children prevailed. It also attempted to show
what the general attitude was toward special class education.
The findings are as follows:
1. School Administration of Special Class:
a. Of the regular class teachers 93.13^ understand
and appreciate special classes and their monbers.
b. Only 12.50^ of the classes have the benefit of a
specially com.piled course of study adapted to the
education of mentally retarded.
fr
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c. Only three of the total 136 teachers stated that
they had committees of special class teachers for
curriculum revision.
d» Although most teachers stressed character educa-
tion, citizenship, social adjustment and the abili-
ty to become self supporting, the aims and objec-
tives varied considerably,
e. Twenty-nine or 22,66^ of the teachers stressed
bringing pupils up to grade as their main objective
<
f. Of 130 responding, 72 or 55»38^ of the teachers
stated that they were aware of the fact that their
classes did not provide adequately for the aca-
demic, social, and vocational growth of their pupils,
g. Of 100 responding, 51 teachers stated that they
were able to furnish statistics concerning the
present social and economic standards of their
graduates.
h. Of the total number of special classes, 59,56^ were
housed in elementary school buildings; 18,38^ in
junior high school buildings; 6,62^ in high school
buildings; 5.88^ in boys* centers; 7*35^ in special
centers for boys and girls; and 2*21% in buildings
which combine elementary, junior high, high and
special classes*
i. The largest enrollment range quoted was 11 to 37
with a mean of 24, median of 19.1 and a mode of 18.
The reasons for the large number was found to be
caused by the large number of special classes
operating on the departmental system.
j. The range of smallest enrollments was 4-18 with a
mean of 11 and a median of 10.76.
k. The range of the number considered to be an effec-
tive limit was 10 to 25 with a mean of 17.5,
median of 15.23, and a mode of 15.
1. Psychometric examinations at varying intervals were
offered in 83.82^ of the classes.
m. Only 56.62^ of the teachers stated that achievement
tests were given.
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Only Z&»96% stated that medical examinations were
given "by the state clinic in contrast to 64.94^
reporting ihat the medical examination was given
by the school physician*
Serious reading disability was given as a criterion
for placement in special class in 56,19^ of the
total 105 cases reporting; discipline was given as
another criterion in 23.81^ of the cases. Together
they constitute 80% of the criteria for referral
outside of mental retardation.
In 85 .825^ of the classes handwork was offered as
part of the curricul\im«
Of the 128 responding, 75% stated they had athletic
supervisors; 60.93^ had music supervisors; 21.88^
had handwriting supervisors; while the benefit of
any other supervisors for special class children
was almost negligible.
As educational supervisor of special classes, the
building principal was named in 26,47^ of the
classes and the building principal with the special
class supervisor in 26»47^ of the classes*
In 90^ of the classes, the benefits of all-school
activities are enjoyed by special class children.
83.33^ of the special classes participate in all-
school activities*
With regard to the school population, 23.13^ look
upon special class members as "inferiors" while
76.87^ do not*
Only 9*85^ of the classes have pre -placement par-
ental training while 90*15^ do not enjoy the bene-
fit of such a program*
A total of twenty-seven different agencies were
named as offering aid to special class children.
Only 4.62^ of the local teachers' associations
provide a fund for special class children in con-
trast to 95*385^ who do not*
89*31^ of the classes provide for visiting days
throughout the school year while 10.69^ do not*
I
z* A total of 28.23^ stated that some effort was made
by the superintendent or some other school member
to foster a better understanding of special educa-
tion while 71.77^ stated no effort was made in
this direction.
aa. Of the 35.94^ stating that some otlier effort was
made for better understanding of special education,
the specific methods that were most popular in the
order of their frequency were occasional newspaper
articles, radio school broadcasts, and the yearly
school report*
bb. Onljr 13.535^ of the teachers stated that their
school systems required personal home visits, to
be made by the special class teacher*
cc» Although 18 teachers stated that their school sys-
tems required personal home visits, 52 stated that
they made such visits.
dd. Of the 18 required to make such visits, 15 stated
that definite records of such visits were made and
kept, while 11 teachers who made such visits un-
officially stated that they also kept records.
ee. Progress, achievement and chronological age are the
most often cited criteria for transfer or promotion.
ff. Work permits, promotion, and chronological age of
16 are the most popular reasons for discharge from
special class.
gg. Only 11.02^ of the teachers stated that they had a
school placement bureau or teacher in contrast to
88.98^ who stated that they had no such service for
special class children.
hh. Only 7.20^ stated their schools pursued a follow-up
program.
ii. State certification was given as the specific quali-
fication required of special class teachers in
61.54^ of the statements received.
jj. With reference to salaries, 43.70>o of the teachers
stated they were paid at a higher rate than regular
teachers.
cr
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2« Parent Relationships to the School:
a*
b.
e
Only 21 or 16.41^ of the parents objected to place-
ment in special class in contrast to 107 or 83.59^
who did not object or who rarely did.
The specific objections of parents were disgrace,
stigma, unfriendly or unkind attitudes of regular
class children and their parent s«
In at least 25 cases or 34.24^ of the total number
of cases listed, the fact that the purpose of the
class was misunderstood caused objections from the
parents
•
Only 8.96^ of the parents visit school other than
on special visiting days.
Only 3 or 2.24^ of the parents visit school during
exhibits; 70 or 52.24^ visit occasionally; 35 or
26.12^ visit seldom; 12 or 8.96^ visit school only
when troublt arises; 2 or 1.49^ of the parents never
visit school*
f. Of the 75 teachers stating that they had a P.T.A. in
their buildings, only 35 stated that parents of
special class children attend such meetings, while
22 stated that they seldan attend.
g. Of the approximate percentage of parents of special
class pupils that do attend P.T.A. meetings, the
median was 19.3.
h. A total of 19 or 26.56^ of the P.T.A. 's make some
effort to foster better understanding of special
classes in contrast to 51 or 73.44^ who make no
such effort*
(J
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CONCLUSIONS AMD EDDCATIONAL IMPLICATIONS
/
Based on the findings of this study, the following con-
clusions have reference only to the classes concerned in this
survey*
The majority of these special classes had a fairly good
program of selection of candidates for special education*
The number of special subject supervisors was very
limited in most cases and inadequate. Since these children
need special help and training even more than the normal chil-
dren, it seems that an adequate number of supervisors should
be provided for all special class pupils*
Greater effort on the part of the school administrators
and teachers is needed to develop a well-integrated course of
study that will be consistently progressive throughout the
several special classes in each system*
The number of committees for curriculum revision is al-
most negligible. Every system should have or make provisions
for planning and continuously improving the curriculum*
Very few classes have the benefit of a pre-placement
parental training program*
Bureaus of vocational guidance are sadly lacking within
the classes studied*
There is very little evidence of good contact between the
special classes and local employers*
5-
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CHAPTER V
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
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SUGGfESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY
!• Make an intensive study of the relative social and voca-
tional adjustments of special class pupils leaving schools
that have a guidance and follow-up program and leaving
schools that do not have such a program.
2m Make a careful study of a large group of mentally retarded
children to determine their use of leisure time.
3. Make a thorough study of the personnel teaching special
classes in Massachusetts.
4. Make a careful study of the exact program of work followed
in the special classes of Massachusetts.
5. Make an intensive study to determine the number of chil-
dren with an I.Q. above 80 that are in special classes
for the mentally retarded.
6. Make an intensive study of the special classes of Massa-
chusetts in an attempt to discover what public relations
procedures are in effect and determine the relative worth
of each.
v.
cr
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IAPPENDIX A
f4
THE SIXTY-ONE CITIES AND TOWNS COOPERATING IN THIS STUDY
1. Adams 21. Greenfield 42. Orange
2* Amherst 22. Harwi ch 43. Plymouth
3. And over 23. Holyoke 44. Quincy
4. Arlington 24. Hudson 45. Reading
5. Attleboro 25. Lawrence 46. Revere
6. Barnstable 26. Leominster 47. Salem
7. Belmont 27. Lexington 48. Saugus
8. Braintree 28. Lowell 49. South Hadley
9. a?ockton 29. Ludlow 50. Southwick
10. Burlington 30. Lynn 61. Stoneham
11. Chelsea 31. Maiden 52. Stoughton
12. Chicopee 32. Medford 53. Tewksbury
13. Danvers 33. Melrose 54. Turners Palls
14. Dennis 34. Milford 55. Waltham
15. Easthampton 35. Milton 56. Watertown
16. Everett 36. Needham 57. Westfield
17. Fairhaven 37. New Bedford 58, West Springfield
18. Fall River 38. Newburyport 59. Wilmington
19. Falmouth 39. Newton 60. Winchester
20. Gloucester 40. North Adams 61. Worcester
41. North Andover
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